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services of the financial year 2006-07, as passed by the Lok 

Sabha, be taken into consideration." 

The motion was adopted. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   We shall now take up clause-by-clause 

consideration of the BUI. 

Clauses 2 to 4 and the Schedule were added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the Title were added to the Bill. 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:  Sir, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill be returned." 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 
__________ 

 
DISCUSSION ON THE WORKING OF THE MINISTRIES OF 
PANCHAYATI RAJ AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT - Contd. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Dr. K. Malaisamy, your party has 11 

minutes. Ptoses, keep this time in view. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY (Tamil Nadu): Thank you, Mr. Deputy 

Chairman, Sir, for having given me this opportunity to speak on a very, very 

important subject, namely, Rural Development and Panchayati Raj. I am vary 

much familiar with this subject as a person hailing from a village which is 

backward and as a person well aware of the problems and prospects of 

villagars. 

Sir, India is a vast country with huge magnitude of rural base. That is 

why it is said that India lives in villages. Any development or growth in the 

country is meaningless unless It is translated in villages. Sir, the problems of 

villages are manifold. We are fully aware that one-third of the world's poor are 

in India; more than one-third of the total population of India' are below the 

poverty line; and more than 50 lakh persons are unemployed. What I am trying 

to say is that the magnitude of the problem not only in villages but also all over 

the country is very, very huge. The problems in villages in particular are 

massive and gigantic. Hence, it is a great challenge indeed. 

Sir, a right focus has been given on the development of villages ever 

since Independence.   Several programmes were thought of, including 
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the Community Development Programme, which was a historic landmark in 

the history of rural development. 

Sir, the Ministry of Rural Development and the Ministry of Panchayati 

Raj have played vital and significant role in the development of villages. Sir, 

over a period of time, several thoughts were given by our politicians as well as 

bureaucrats to it. Several new schemes were conceived, and several earlier 

schemes were restructured, revamped and improved with the result that the 

focus now has been shifted to the development of rural areas. Sir, as far as 

the Ministry of Rural Development is concerned, it consists of three 

Departments - Department of Rural Development, Department of Land 

Resources and the Department of Drinking Water Supply. Sir, as far as rural 

development is concerned, it has been envisaged for alleviation of poverty, 

generation of employment, social security, infrastructure development and 

improving the quality of life, especially of the people living below poverty line. 

Sir, for improving the quality of life, they have taken care of five important 

areas, namely, health, education, drinking water supply, housing and roads. 

Sir, to achieve this goal, they have gone through several initiatives, as I said 

earlier. I may touch and go because of want of time. Sir, the Pradhan Mantri 

Gram Sadak Yojana, Sampoorna Grameen Rozgar Yojana, Swaran Jayanti 

Gram Swarozgar Yojana and Rural Housing are the major schemes which 

have been implemented by the Rural Development. Then, coming to land 

resources, Sir, it increased the biomass production by developing wasteland. 

Not only that, it provides support service to land reforms, revenue system and 

revenue record. Then, it also undertakes the development of desert areas and 

drought-prone areas. Sir, the basic aim of the whole thing is that the 

Constitution warrants the village to formulate, develop and execute the 

schemes which I have mentioned. 

Sir, now, I come to drinking water supply. Here again, now, this is 

most important. It is a paramount and important scheme for rural development 

and the Accelerated Rural Development Water Supply Programme is a 

popular scheme.  Total sanitation scheme is also popular. 

Sir, I will now come to the most important part of the core 

observation. Sir, in the Budget, namely, Demands No.78, 79 and 80 relating 

to Rural Development, Land Resources and Drinking Water Supply we are 

concerned now. The Finance Minister has just now mentioned what it was 

and what it is; we have been increase under every scheme and they are 

giving lot of money. Starting with the Prime Minister followed by the Finance 
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Minister, what they say is, "money is not a problem; we are giving in 

abundance." Sir, my observation is, as far as SGRY is concerned, the House 

and the hon. Deputy Chairman are fully aware that it envisages additional 

employment and food security and creation of durable assets. This is the 

basic purpose of this scheme. Sir, what we are able to see is 75 per cent is 

given by the Centre and 25 per cent is shared by the States and even among 

the 25 per cent, it is being shared by the three tiers of the local bodies in the 

ratio of 20:30:50. Sir, what I am trying to ask here is this. In the Revised 

Budget, the amount of Rs.3,650 crore set apart under SGRY, now has been 

reduced to Rs.2,700 crore. This amount is consisting of cash component and 

the foodgrains component. I want a specific answer from the Minister: How 

Rs.3,650 crore which was originally estimated in the Revised Budget has 

been reduced to Rs.2,700 crore? This is my first point. 

Sir, coming to rural housing, there has been an increase in outlay. I  

don't deny  it.  But  whatever  increase  is  given  in  the  infrastructure 

development, roads and bridges, etc. the quantum of increase, according to 

me, is very, very marginal. 

Sir, coming to the other aspect, namely, in rural housing, the 

allocation of Rs.2,497 crore has been just increased to Rs.2,600 crore and 

odd. Again for infrastructurel development, for earlier year, it was Rs.21,354 

crore. It has just been increased to Rs.24,047 crore. What I am trying to say 

is, the increase given is marginal, not substantial. Sir, in. other words, 

whatever grant the Government gives, under various schemes, is inadequate. 

In fact, I had been listening to the Treasury Benches, I mean, the UPA allies, 

who were discussing the Appropriation Bill. It looked as if they were speaking 

from the "Opposition Benches. They were fair enough, and they have to be 

complimented for calling a spade a spade. They have nicely told how grant is 

lacking, how it is inadequate and how it is ineffective. This has been pointed 

out by the Members from the other side, not from this side. Sir, whatever 

amount was given, as was rightly said by them--l endorse their view - was not 

adequate and given on time. I tell you an example. Suppose a house is to be 

built; it comes up to a lintel level. They have to wait months and months 

together to get second instalment and complete the house. If you really want 

to give a grant, why can't you give it on time, in one instalment? That is my 

point, Sir. 

Sir, coming to my specific point, what I am trying to highlight, again 

and again, is that if at all a grant is given under various Schemes, 
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under the Rural Development and Panchayati Raj, it is inadequate. This is 

number one. Even if it is adequate, it does not reach the beneficiaries in time. 

Sir, as a student of management, I have been taught, long ago that the 

parameters for service and assistance are that it should be continuous; it 

should be equal; it should be timely; and it should be adequate. These are the 

four points for consideration. Their service and assistance should go together. 

Similarly, there should be 3A's, namely, it should be available, it should be 

accessible and it should be acceptable by the beneficiaries. I would like To 

know whether these kinds of parameters are met by them. I very much doubt. 

Sir, coming to IAY, a housing scheme, which is a very popular 

scheme, I am sorry to say that, though it is popular, though it is well received 

by the people, not even one-tenth of the total requirement or the demand is 

met. This is my point. Sir, the allocation in this scheme has been reduced by 

the Central Government. I am illustrating the example of Tamil Nadu. The 

same situation would have been felt by the other States also. I have got the 

figure, Sir. The allocation in T.N. was reduced, in 2005-06, from Rs.143.59 

crores to Rs.130.25 crores due to revised formula, do not know under what 

circumstance their formula has been revised. If it is revised, why should there 

be a reduction? The result is a reduction of nearly 7,000 houses from the 

originally proposed figure, I mean, 30,909 pucca houses and 58,568 kachcha 

houses were damaged due to floods. The hon. Deputy Chairman knows that 

due to Tsunami, followed by the unprecedented floods, in Tamil Nadu, houses 

were damaged; they had been washed away. Under this Scheme, the need of 

going in for dwelling houses and upgrading the kachcha houses is possible. 

When the proposal is there, when the natural calamity has occurred, should 

they not take special care to see that something is done substantially? In spite 

of the fact that the proposals have been sent, nothing is being done. 

...(Interruptions)... I am anxiously waiting how Mr. Narayanasamy will react to 

it. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  He has reacted! ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondicherry): Sir, Tamil Nadu has got a 

very good allocation, and the money is received by them ...(Interruptions)... 

Though the Central Government gave the money ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI P.G. NARAYANAN (Tamilnadu): He is always against Tamil 

Nadu. ...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: I am telling my hon. Minister, Mr. Mani 

Shankar Aiyar, that he should tell the people that the money was given by the 

Central Government. ...(Interruptions).,. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, as you are aware, 

3.84 lakh BPL families are being identified 'homeless'. The proposal for 

additional allocation from the Government of India has already been there; I 

do not want to go into the details. My main point is that a peculiar situation 

has arisen in Tamil Nadu after the Tsunami and unprecedented floods. In 

such a situation, whatever the proposals that have been sent by the Tamil 

Nadu, should you not consider them? Should you not give extra consideration 

to them? That is my question.   ...(Time-bell)... 

Coming to an important area, in these days, human lives become 

static, stagnant and almost lifeless, if you are not provided with power supply. 

Power supply is to be provided everywhere. But it is not so easy. In remote 

places, God-forsaken places, inaccessible places, particularly, in tribal areas 

where power supply is not there, the only solution that one can think of is 

expanding the non-conventional energy. I am told that nothing has been done 

in spite of the fact that non-conventional energy arrangement has been with 

Govt, of India. It has not reached much of the tribal areas. 

Coming to land resources, though there is abundant scope for 

developing desert land or wasteland or drought-prone areas, very little has 

been done. As far as this aspect is concerned, I submit, Mr. Deputy 

Chairman, Sir, that, in Tamil Nadu, in respect of wasteland development there 

has been a major breakthrough. They have done wonderfully well and they 

have gone too far, as far as the development of this area is concerned. Why 

don't you take some hints from T.N. and do something? More allocation is 

necessary for the development of land resources also. 

Coming to very specific problem relating to Tamil Nadu -Mr. 

Narayanasamy may kindly listen to me and then react. As far as the SGSY 

Schemes are concerned, the nationalised banks are charging different rates of 

interest while lending to Self-Help Groups. They are lending them money. As 

far as the nationalised banks are concerned, one bank is charging one rate of 

interest and another bank is charging another rate of interest. That is number 

one. Number two is, when they are lending to NGOs, they are lending at a 

lesser rate of interest than the rate of interest 
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being charged to Self-Help Groups.   Can't they do something concrete in this 

regard? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  Dr. Malaisamy, please conclude. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Sir, coming to one important aspect, which is 

specific and peculiar to Tamil Nadu, nearly 562 Town Panchayats, which were 

under the Tamil Nadu Municipalities Act, were downgraded and reclassified 

as Special Village Panchayats. Now, they come under the Panchayat Act. 

With the result, whatever grant that they have been getting or that the Urban 

Development Ministry used to sanction, that is stopped. Now, these Special 

Village Panchayats do not receive any assistance either from the Rural 

Development Ministry or from the Urban Development Ministry. None of them 

is assisting. Now, these 562 Town Panchayats, which have been classified as 

Special Village Panchayats, are neither here nor there. They are in-between. 

They are helpless. So, something has to be done. The Tamil Nadu 

Government has sent a specific proposal in this regard. 

Coming to the wage component... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  Dr. Malaisamy, please conclude. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: When we give employment or manual labour to 

a member of a family, the wage component consists five kilograms of rice and 

the rest in cash. The cash component and the rice component put together 

are being paid as wages. Now, they felt that five kilograms of rice was high 

and that the quantity should be reduced to three kilograms. Reducing it from 

five kilograms to three kilograms is well taken. But should he not be 

compensated for that? Or, shouldn't the cash component be enhanced? You 

have not done that. You have reduced the quantity of rice from five kilograms 

to three kilograms, but the cash component remains as it is.   Is it not an 

injustice? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Dr. Malaisamy, please conclude. You 

have taken more time than allotted. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Sir, you have been nice to everyone except 

me. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have been nice to you also. Your 

allotted time is 11 minutes. You have already taken 17 minutes. I have been 

nice to you. 
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DR. K. MALAISAMY: I will take five more minutes only. I speak very 

rarely.   ..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANSAMY: Sir, for the hon. Member, it is a system 

failure.   ...(Interruptions)... 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Sir, there are other areas like MPLADS. In the 

case of MPLADS, specific proposals, particularly, after the occurrence of 

Tsunami and floods, have been sent by the Government of Tamil Nadu. They 

are pending with the Government of India. They have to clear it. Similarly, 5 

per cent allocation has been made for maintaining the durable assets. That is 

not enough. Now I come to the Panchayati Raj. Sir, while I was commenting, 

critically, that the grant given by the Ministry of Rural Development has not 

been enhanced and it has been reduced in certain areas, I would like to 

compliment the Ministry of Panchayati Raj for increasing the allocation from 

Rs. 50 crores to Rs. 3,825 crores, which is 7 to 8 times more. He really 

deserves pat and praise for increasing this allocation. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please conclude. You have already 

taken sufficient time. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: I will take two-three minutes more. Sir, as a 

former State Election Commissioner, I can talk about the Panchayati Raj 

System with a little authority. The Ministry's functions are to conduct 

periodical elections once in every five years, to maintain reservation for SC 

and ST and women, to set up a Finance Commission, to constitute a District 

Planning Committee down the level and then develop self-Government and 

empower the Gram Sabhas, etc. These things are there.l don't want to go into 

the details. The Minister knows much better than me. I am very much 

bothered about one thing. One of its functions is to impart training and 

capacity building of the elected representatives. I would like to know whether 

it has been done. Many times, the elected representatives, particularly, 

women representatives, are not equipped fully and no capacity building is 

done. What exactly is being done by this Ministry to do something on that? 

Secondly, I would... 

MR.  DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:    This was your last point.  Please sit 

down. 

DR.   K.   MALAISAMY:    Sir,   the   sum   and   substance   of   my 

observation is that   scheme-wise it is good, it is laudable.   But,   at the 
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same time,, whether it has been implemented rightly and correctly and 

whether it has reached the beneficiaries, is a big question mark. As you know, 

Sir, one should have an organisation, objective people and operation. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is sufficient. You have already 

spoken about it. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: I would like to say that you should have a 

comprehensive approach to see whether your structure is okay, whether the 

people involved are okay. Whether the system or operation is okay. You 

kindly check it up. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Mr. Malaisamy, What is this? 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Secondly, it is said here that they have got a 

political will to do this and that. It sounds well. Poojaryji is also here. I 

mentioned it on the other day whether you have got a will and still to 

implement it rightly. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Please conclude. 

DR. K. MALAISAMY: Lastly, I would like to know from the hon. 

Minister as to what is his approach towards making allocations to States, 

particularly to those States with whom this govt, don't see eye-to-eye. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Deputy 

Chairman, Sir, I thank you for giving me this opportunity to participate in the 

discussion on the working of the Ministries of Panchayati Raj and Rural 

Development. Both these Ministries are very important for the development of 

India. The Annual Report of the Ministry of Rural Development starts with a 

quotation of Swami Vivekananda. It says, "The real India Iives in villages. 

Unless we are able to uplift the Tribals and the Backward Classes, India faces 

a dark future."  It is true. 

First of all, I would like to talk about the Ministry of Panchayat Raj.  

As I said a day-before-yesterday, I have come through the Panchayati Raj 

System.   I am vary much in favour of the Panchayati Raj System I appreciate 

the hon. Minister of Panchayati Raj.  He himself has admitted it 
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1.00 P.M. 

and pointed it out in a Press statement. Sir, it is unfortunate that over the 

years, despite the constitutional guarantees,- 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Mrs. Vanga Geetha, you continue after 

lunch. 

After the conclusion of this debate, we will take up Special Mentions. 

The House is adjourned to meet at 2 o' dock. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at one of the clock. 

The House re-assembled after lunch at two of the clock, THE 

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Sir, I would like to quote the hon. 

Minister's statement. He has identified the real problem in the three-tier 

system. He has said, "It is unfortunate that over the years, despite 

Constitutional guarantees, the Panchayat, at all levels - village, block, taluka 

and zilla -- has remained dysfunctional because of several parallel bodies of 

the State and the Centre that are still operating at all these levels. Sir, to 

overcome this, a Group of Ministers is now examining how the Panchayati 

Raj institutions could be empowered further instead of just institutionalising 

them as a village rapublic". 

Firstly, I would like to raise the issue of funds allocated to the 

Panchayati Raj Ministry. The amount for providing employment is not enough 

when we take into account the demand specifically. Secondly, the day before 

yesterday, I mentioned about article 243G of the Constitution, which provides 

for the devolution of powers to the Panchayats, for empowering Panchayati 

Raj institutions, including Gram Panchayats, to function as "institutions of self-

government" to make plans for economic development and social justice for 

their respective areas and implementing the programmes of economic 

development and social justice in their respective areas. The role of 

Panchayati Raj institutions has its bearing on economic development and 

social justice in rural areas. 

Sir, the Centre should ensure that ail the States to which the 

Constitution 73
rd

 Amendment Act applies have to devolve powers and 
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responsibilities to the Panchayats in equal measure. Sir, the Panchayati Raj 

holds the key to garibi hatao. This can come about only if the institutions of 

Panchayati Raj are strengthened at the grass root level. Immediate steps 

need to be taken to strengthen the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

Sir, the role of the Panchayati Raj system is dependent on three 

Fs, namely, funds, functions and functionaries. Sir, even now the preliminary 

work has been completed in some States only. But, in some States, this 

3-tier system is not being implemented. The Government should give top 

priority to transfer of power to the local bodies; otherwise, the meaning of 

democracy will not be achieved in true sense. I would like to know from the 

hon. Minister how many States have made the rules for delegating the 

power to the Panchayati Raj Institutions.  

Sir, the Panchayati Raj system should provide a systematic training 

ground for the people who will take top leadership positions in the country in 

the future. Women are making impressive strides in their quest for leadership. 

The Government should incorporate some recommendations of the Eleventh 

Finance Commission to overcome corruption in the Panchayati Raj system. 

Before implementing it, the Centre should consult the States. The 

Government should make serious efforts to institutionalise social audit 

measures through Gram Sabha so that Gram Panchayats are made 

responsible to the village community as a whole. The Centre should ensure 

that the States need to put in place systems that are capable of tracking 

transfers of funds to Panchayats, both through banks and treasuries. This 

would definitely ensure tracking of releases and expenditure. The Centre 

should work with the States to put in place the required hardware and 

software for this purpose. 

Sir, the Ministry should agree to support initiatives taken by the 

States in computerisation and e-governance of Panchayats as part of the 

National e-Governance Plan. The Government should set up a committee for 

the Panchayati Raj Institutions to monitor the release of grants for a particular 

Five Year Plan. 

Sir, there should be a national perspective plan on decentralised 

training and capacity building for all Panchayati Raj Institution functionaries 

with specific objectives like time-frame and resources. The Centre should 

assist the States in upgradation of training centres and extension training 

centres at the district, block level and below. 
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Sir, training is all the more required because the hon. Minister told 'the 

House the day before yesterday that about 32 lakh representatives are there in 

the Panchayati Raj system, and out of that, 12 lakh are women. Maybe, the 

other 12 lakh belong to the weaker sections of the society, like the SCs, STs 

and OBCs. That means, 50 per cent of the total representatives in the 

Panchayati Raj Institutions come from backward areas who lack the basic 

knowledge. So, training is very much required for them. Due to lack of training, 

they are being exploited. So, training, more particularly to women, should be 

given. The women are very much interested in serving the villages. But 

because of their illiteracy, because of lack of knowledge, because of lack of 

knowledge about records and registers, lack of knowledge about their powers 

and the powers of. the Panchayat Secretary, they are not able to do their 

duties properly. Sir, it is very essential to give them training, if we want these 

people to work efficiently. So, training is very important for them. Therefore, I 

suggest to the hon. Minister that these people should be given a minimum of 

three months' training immediately after their taking up the position. 

Sir, the day before yesterday, an hon. Member mentioned about the 

importance of Gram Sabha. The Gram Sabha is very important in the 

Panchayati Raj system. As far as the Gram Sabha is concerned, every issue 

of a village is placed before it. Sir, I would like to mention before the House an 

issue concerning Andhra Pradesh. Sir, maybe in the last month, the Andhra 

Pradesh Government has entered into an MoU with the industry, Jindal 

Company, which is owned by a Congress leader. This industry is planning to 

take away a large amount of bauxite from the agency area in Andhra 

Pradesh. The agreement is against the norms, and against the Supreme 

Court directions. This exploration will be displacing a large number of tribals 

and agency areas of Andhra Pradesh. It is also openly discussed in the 

bauxite belt of our State. I request the Government of India to intervene and 

save the tribals and the wealth of bauxite, and protect the environment. I 

quote certain issues from a newspaper published in the leading Telugu daily, 

Enadu, "Andhra Looti". 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You should not show the newspaper. ! 

have told you in the morning also. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Sir, this is a notification. This is a 

notified tribal area. In this notified tribal area, it is mandatory to conduct Gram 

Sabha elections. The bauxite area relates to seven villages. Even in one 

village, Gram Sabha election is not conducted. Without the approval of 
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Gram Sabha, they have given those areas officially to the company. This is in 

violation of the norms and against the rules of the Supreme Court judgment. I 

would like to bring this fact to the hon. Minister's attention that it is mandatory for 

everyone concerned to conduct Oram Sabha elections and then take approval 

from the Gram Sabha. 

Sir, nextly, I would like to raise the issue of additional wage 

employment scheme in rural areas and food security. In the Budget, the amount 

allocated under the Sampoorna Grameen Rozgar Yojana should be increased to at 

least Rs. 5000 crores from the present Rs. 3000 crores. Because, the amount for 

providing employment is not adequate if we take into account the widespread 

prevalling unemployrnent especially in the rural areas. 

Even after fifty-eight years of Independence, the condition of many villages 

is pitiable. Sir, the hon. Minister may be aware that many districts in Andhra Pradesh 

are facing drought, continuously for the last five to six years. Hence, the farmers 

in these regions have totally become helpless and are living in very miserable 

conditions. 

Due to consecutive droughts, hundreds of farmers have committed suicide 

in the lost few years. Why are they committing suicides? As the hon. Minister is kindly 

aware, the specific reason is, they receive loans and they could not repay the loan 

back to the banks due to poor climatlc conditions, recurring droughts and some 

other farming problems. When they are not able to repay the loan to the banks 

due to the above mentioned reasons, they are deprived of getting fresh loans. 

Under such circumstances, they are forced to approach private money-lenders 

who take advantage of their pitiable position and helplessness. They charge a 

hefty amount of interest from the farmers which ultimately lead them into the debt 

trap. I would, therefore, suggest that banks should make the loan terms and 

conditions simple so as to enable the farmers to get the loans without any difficulty. 

Farmers are also keeping away from banks due to the stringent formalities. Hence, 

there is dire need to make the laws suitable and conducive to the farmers. 

In regard to providing sanitation facilities in the rural areas under the 

Rural Sanitation Campaign, the Government has allocated an amount of Rs. 720 

crores for 2006-07 for the construction of 2 lakh toilets. Sir, I think, this is not an 

adequate amount by any standards. I would request the hon. Minister to enhance 

the subsidy amount for this purpose. Sir, moreover, the 
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performance of Rural Sanitation Campaign in some villages is also not 

satisfactory. 

The Government had identified around 15 lakh houses to be 

constructed in the country under the Bharat Nirman Programme. The allocation 

for this scheme is to be increased to take up more and more construction of 

houses, especially in Andhra Pradesh. Sir, in regard to providing drinking water, 

56,270 habitations and 1,40,000 schools are expected to be covered. The 

Government is to levy 10 per cent tax. I would request the hon. Minister to 

decrease this to at least 6 per oent. The Government should also adopt 

strategies to tacide by including conservation, better operational management, 

and water quality monitoring at the village level. 

Sir, recently, some schemes have been merged into the National Rural 

Employment Guarantee Scheme to provide 100 days of work. The total 

allocation for rural employment under this scheme is Rs.14,300 crore. I would 

request the hon. Minister to ensure that this scheme is implemented effectively by 

increasing the number of days to at least 180. The amount to meet the current 

situation is inadequate and this amount is not sufficient to meet the actual 

demands of our rural employment. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  Please conclude. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Only five minutes more. ..(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Your party's time is seven minutes and you 

have already taken 20 minutes. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE MINISTER OF PANCHAYATI RAJ AND MINISTER OF YOUTH 

AFFAIRS AND SPORTS (SHRI MANI SHANKAR AIYAR): But 20 extremely 

constructive! ..(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, the Minister has intervened. 

..(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, it is an important subject, therefore, 

everybody wants to contribute. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA: Sir, many rural industries are facing 

financial crunches.   Rural artisans have not been provided the necessary 
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support through the existing schemes. The Government should give top 

priority to revive the village industries by providing sufficient employment. The 

Government should empower the SCs, STs and OBCs through reservation 

and send the money directly to local bodies. This would definitely improve the 

standards of life in rural areas. 

The work under the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana is to be 

made fast in future and the allocation should be increased more. There 

should also be regular monitoring about the implementation of such schemes. 

I suggest the hon. Minister that the roads, which need to be upgraded, and 

which are incomplete should also be included in this scheme without any loss 

of time because the rural roads, which are constructed, are never maintained 

properly. The present Government has done precious little to improve the life 

rural people. 

Finally, Sir, I would like to submit to the hon. Minister of Rural 

Development I am very happy to say that you have sanctioned many 

schemes for under the SCs and STs Rojgar Yojana. You have sanctioned 

many schemes for rural development. But after the completion of the training 

period, there is lack of coordination in marketing. The women are facing so 

many problems. In my own district, the then Rural Development Minister, Mr. 

Venkaiah Naidu had sanctioned Rs.25 crores for a project for fashion 

designing technology in which 13,000 women are getting training or have 

completed their training. They are well trained, but due to lack of coordination 

between the officials and the fashion designing authorities, they are facing so 

many problems. They are not able to go to other cities like Bangalore, 

Bombay, Vizag, etc. They are not able to talk to the middle people. .I would 

like to request the hon. Minister to keep this in mind and assist these rojgaris 

in getting better employment and money. Sir, finally, I would like to conclude 

with some suggestions on Panchayati Raj. Again I come to my subject. Sir, 

the hon. Minister has conducted many roundtable conferences on Panchayati 

Raj. I would like to know from the hon. Minister about the outcome of these 

conferences, and whether the Government is going to bring any 

comprehensive Bill in this regard for further strengthening the Panchayati Raj 

activities. Thank you very much, Sir, for allowing me to speak on this 

important subject by allotting me more time to me. Thank you. 
 

�� ���� ��) 	 *���+"� (#�+<0��) : ����(� 6������� �ह�
�, 
�)����( #�+ ?# @��(  ��%�� �# ���� ���� %� J %ह�� %� ,��# �
�� ह1, ��%�  
��3 �2 ��%� �����
 	��"� %#�� ��ह�� ह� )' @��(  ��%�� %��!z� %�  ��"� �/, 
%� J ,ह� ��x� ��#� �� 
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#ह� ह2 �� $�#�+7�#( %� %) \�� %# #ह� ह2? 5,000 W�3 	�� ��� �/ �� ��#� ��#��# %� 
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 �� �'"� �$,-�� : �#, �+
�# �� �+
�# ह1, 6�� ��Bg �� %�E ��#�%�# �हG ह1' 
�ह �� ,��( #�B( ��ह�� ह1 ?# ����3 �2 �ह $�� #ह� ह� )' 6�� ��Bg �� ��U�% �हG ह1' �
�ह %� %� ,4$�# “+�7# ” ह1, �� ��K3' �2 %�E Z�� �हG %ह #ह� ह� )' Z�� �हG ह��� 
���ह3, +_<B� ह��� ���ह3, ���%� �+ �( Z�� 7#($> %�  ��0 ��+_<B� ह� #ह� ह1' 
�)��L ह��� ���ह3, I�>�% �� 3IB %�  $��� %�  $�
 �( ��
 �)��L �हG ह�� �� ��ह� 
%�E �( �#%�# ह�, 6�%� ��%� +��+� ���� ���ह3' �2 �)*( �ह�
� �� 7�+��#� 
%W) 7� �% �ह ह%(%� ह1 �� �हG, ��%( +�)� %( +�3' 
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��हG �]
> %�  ��0, �2 ,��( $�� ���^� %#�� ह� )' �����
'  
 

 �� .
	 /ह (6e# 	
�� ) : 6������� �ह�
�, V( %�#�+ ��V +( �� 
3% �ह���� ! ��x� �ह�) 6j��� ह1 �% ,4$�# %( 4$#> %�  ���# �# �
� �/ 
%��!��ह( �हG ह��( ���ह3, ,7# �� ,0/�B%� B�= � ह>'  
 

 �� ������� : ,4$�# %( 4$#> %� �ह�) $ह�� �� �1d$�! I��B %#�� 
ह2'...(������)...  
 

 �� �'"� �$,-�� : �2 �%�( �# �#�� �हG �7� #ह� ह� ) ...(������)...  
 

 �� ������� : �#�� �हG ह1,�� �� ह%(%� ��J�� %�  ��3 %ह #ह� ह2'  
 

 �� �'"� �$,-�� : �ह�) �# घ��"� �+
�#( 60 W�3 ह2,���%� ����� 6�ह/ 18 
�� 20 W�3 ह2, �� �ह +� ,���� ह� #ह� ह1 , ��%� �ह( %#�� %�  ��3 �2 $�� #ह� ह� )' 
�2 �%�( �# �U+�� �हG �7� #ह� ह� )'  
 

 �� ������� : V( ,��� #��'  
 

 �� .��� 	��(�_f��( $)7�� ) : 6������� �ह�
�, �+ �)�
 �/ 
@��(  ��%�� ?# �)����( #�+ �)*��� %�  �)*( �&+�
 ह2 ?# �)����( #�+ �)*��� 
�0� @��(  ��%�� �)*��� %�  %��!%#  �# ��; ह� #ह( ह1' �2 %ह�� ��ह�� ह� ) �% 
4�� �&# �� @��(  ��%�� %� ��%# �#%�# $�#-$�# $ह�� ��#( ��+��3) �� ��%( 
ह1, ���%� 6� �# ,�� �+� ~7 �� ह��� ���ह3 0� �ह �हG ह�� ?# �� %�#  
%हG � %हG ���/ W%��B ह� #ह( ह1' ��� ह( �ह �)�
#� ���� ��+�� ह�, @�� �5% 
��+�� ह�, +��ह# #�+7�# ��+�� ह�, %�� %�  $
�� ,��+ ��+�� ह�, %�E �( 
��+�� ह�, �� ��+��9) %� j(% ~)7 �� W���� �हG ह�� ?# W���� � ह��� %�  
%�#  7�)� %�  �
�( %� 7�)� �� $�ह# +�%# %�� ~� )~�� �5 #ह� ह1, �+ �ह 
ह%(%� ह1' �2 ����(� �)*( +( �� �ह 	�0!�� %#�� ह� ) �% %� �� ��%��-��%�� 
%ह�� �� �� ��U���� �� ��%�� �हG ह�7�, ��� ह( ह� 6�%�  60 ह+�# %#�5 W�3 
� 
�� 600 ह+�# %#�5 W�3 
�' ,7# ह��#( ��#%U���)3 �� ��+��3) �ह( ~)7 %( �ह( 
ह�7(, �� ह� +� 7�)� %�  ��%�� %( $�� %#�� ह2, �ह �हG ह� �%� 7�' ह�/ ��%�� %� 
3% 
��#� $���� ���ह3,7�)� %�  ��%�� %� 3% 
��#� $���� ���ह3 ?# �ह �� 
%#�� ���ह3 �% ह� I��-I�� ��%�� ��ह�� ह2' ���/ %�E �% �हG ह1 �% 3% �� 
�ह�) #�+7�# ���ह3, ��%�  ��0 ह( ��0 �ह�) ��A� .��<0� ह��( ���ह3, #ह�-�ह� 
%( .��<0� ह��( ���ह3, �(�� %�  ��L ���( %( .��<0� ह��( ���ह3,,nJ� <��<p� %�  
��3 �ह�) 
��4��� �� ,<���� ह��� ���ह3 ?# �� �$%� 	$)� ,7# ह� �ह�) �हG 
%#/7�, �� %� J �हG ह�7�' �ह#( ��%�� %( ह�/ D��� �हG ह1' ह��#� �ह#> �/ �$ %� J 
ह1 ?# �ह�) �$+�( �� ��%# %हG �( %� J ,.��<0� ह��( ह1 �� ह� ��%� 
d����������B( %�  y�L� �/ �ह� )� +��� ह2 ?# +ह�) �
I%� ह��( ह1, 6�%� 
�# %#� 
���� ह2' ���%� 7�)�> %( ?# ����"%# 
�#-
#�+ %�  7�)�> %(, +ह�) ���-+��� �( 
$ह�� ��_f%� $�� ह1, +ह�) %�  ��7> %� #�h� �#%�# �� ��#� �#%�# I��-I�� �E 
��#%U���3) �� #ह( ह1, I��-I�� ^��D�7 %# #ह( ह1, I��-I�� ��+��3) $�� #ह( ह1 
?# 6� ��+��9) %� %��;_��� %1 �� �%�� +��� ह1, ��%( �( ��#( +��%�#( �हG 
ह��( ह1, 6�%( 9# ह�/ ����" 8��� 
��� ह�7�, 6�%( ह�/ D��� %#�( ह�7(' Z�( 
_<0�� �/ 7�)�> %�  
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��%�� %�  ��3 4��( ��#%U��� %#�� �� �1�� 
��� �� ह( %�� �ह( $��7�, $_U% %�� 
�$ $��7� +$ ह� 6� �1�� %� �ह( K)7 �� �<����� %#/7� �� 6� ��+��9) �# �ह( K)7 
�� ,�� %#/7� ?# �ह( K)7 �� ��+��9) �# ,�� �� �1�� %� �<���� %#�� %�  ��3 ह�/ 
�$�� �ह�� �ह�) %�  �����\I�# %� j(% %#�� ह�7�' ��( %�  ��0-��0 +�=( ह�E 3% 
?# �(+ ह1 �)����( #�+' �+� �)���� %�  ��8�� �� ह� %�� %# �%�� ह1, 6� 
�)���� %� �( ह�/ ��#� �1�� 
��� ह�7� ?# +� �( �ह�) %�  %�� ह�, 6� %��> %� 
#�+�(�� �� t�# 6j%# %#�� ह�7�' ,7# +� ������3) ह� +��� %� 
��� ��ह�� ह1, �� 
������3) +��� %� �ह( 
� ��3)7�, +� �1�� �ह�) �� 7�� 6�%� j(% K)7 �� �ह��$ �ह( 
#4 ��3)7�, ,7# �ह�) +�(� %� �ह( K)7 �� ���#  �ह( %# ��3)7�, ,��+ %� �ह( K)7 
�� ���#  �ह( %# ��3)7�, ��( _<0�� �/ ह��#( ��+��3) �L� �ह( �%/ 7(' ����3 �� 

��> ����7 ��
 3% 
��#� %�  ��0 �ह( K)7 �� %�� %#/, ������9) %� j(% K)7 �� 
�ह� )���� %( $�� %#/, ��( %� J ह� �%�� ह1, �#�� ��ह� �ह �#%�# ह� �� %�E �( 
�#%�# ह�, �ह ��ह� �%��( ह( ��+��3) $�� ��, 7�)�� %� ��%�� �ह( ह� �%��' ��J�� 
56 ���> �� ह��� 7�)�> %�  ��%�� %( %E ��+��3) ह�0 �/ �(, ���%� ��%�  $��+�
 
�+ �( _<0�� �ह ह1 �% 7�)� �� �
�( $�ह# +� #ह� ह1, �ह#> �/ +� #ह� ह1 �� 
��#( 
+7ह +� #ह� ह1 ?# %E �� ��#� J�5%# �( +� #ह� ह1, ����3 ह��#� �� 
��> ����7> 
%� 7�)�> �/ +�%# �ह�) %( �
I-� %� 
�4�� ���ह3, ��� �हG ह��� ���ह3 �% �ह( �� 
�$ ह�' ��� �(�+3 �% 50,000 ��$�1� �7��� ह1 ?# 6� 50,000 ��$�1� ��3 ह��� 
�ह�) �� B/=# %# �
3, �� �� %ह�) �7��� ह1, %ह�) �ह( �7��� ह1, %ह�) �%��� ��$�1� 
+W#( ह1, �%�( 7�)� �/ 14 �7� �
3, �%�( 7�)� �/ 3% �( �ह( �7�, �� �$ �#�������) 
�3)7(' �� �� ��#( $��> %� K)7 �� 
�4�� ह�7�' ,7# ��%� ह� K)7 �� �ह( %#/7� �� 
��ह� +� �( ह� ��+�� $�� ��, �)�
 %�  ����� #4�, 6�%� 	��# �� ह� �%�� ह1 �% 
L��) �#%�# �� �ह �%��, ���%� �ह ��+�� �L� �ह( ह� ��37(' +$ #�+7�# 7�#)B( 
%( $�� �E,�#%�# ��� ,�� �/ ��E �ह $ह�� ,nJ( $�� ह1' %� �� %� #�+7�# %( 
7�#)B( �� ���(, ��� ह( �& �
� %( ह�' ���/ �( $ह�� �( ��( $��� ह1, �+�ह� ह�/ 
�4�� 
ह�7�, I���% �& �
� %�  #�+7�# �� �� %� J �( �ह( ह�7�, �L# �( �& �
� %�  #�+7�# 
%( 7�#)B( +� �#%�# �� 
( ह1, �ह ,nJ( $�� ह1' ��%�  ��0 ह( ��0 %� J �(+> %� ह��� 
4�� �( %# �
�� ह1, �ह�� 3% ��+�� 0(,” %�� %�  $
�� ,��+”, �ह ��+�� 7�#)B( 
��+�� %�  ��� %�  $�
 ह��� 60,000 %#�5 W��� 4�! �%3' �� 	%�# �� �� �ह ह1 �% 
�� �E ��#%U��� %�  ��3 ह��� 30,000 %#�5 W��� ह( �
3 ह1' �� 	%�# ह��� 3% 
��#%U��� 4�� %( �� 
��#( ��W %# 
(' 
 

 ,$ ह�/ 
�4�� �ह ह�7� �% #�+7�# 7�#)B( 
��� %�  $�
 7�)� �� %�E ����� � 
%#�, �ह 
��#( +7ह � +�3, ���%� 100 �
� %( 7�#)B( #ह�� �# 265 �
� %�  ��3 �� 
6�� $�ह# +��� ह( �5�7�' ��%�  ��0-��0 ��%� �ह �( 
�4�� ह�7� �% �%� 7�)� %�  
,�
# ह�/ �%��� .�_-�> %� %�� 
��� ���ह3' ��%�  ��3 3% ��<B ह��( ���ह3, 
6�%�  ��#��# %( �( 3% ��<B ह��( ���ह3, 6�%�  $�
 �ह 
�4�� ह� �% �� ��<B %�  
,����# 6�ह� %�� j(% K)� �� ��� +�3' �� ��+�� �# ,7# j(% K)� �� ,�� �ह( 
ह�7� �� ��� �( ह� �%�� ह1 �% %ह( �# �� 3% ह( ��#��# %�  ,�
# 6�ह� 100 �
� %( 
+7ह 200 �
� %� #�+7�# 	�^� ह� 7�� ?# 
��#( +7ह 6�( 7�)� %�  ,�
# %�E 
��#��# ��� #ह 7��, �+�� 
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3% �
� %� �( #�+7�# �ह( ����' ����3 ��( _<0�� 6���� � ह��� ��3 ��%�  ��3 ह�/  
��� $ह�� ,nJ( �#ह �� 
�4�� ह�7�'  
 

 
��#( $�� �ह ह1 �% 7�)� %�  ��%�� %�  ��3 �$�� �ह�� ह�/ 
� �(+/ 
���ह3,�+��� �ह�� ह1 +�(� %� ����# �� �1= �#Lod� �ह( ह>7� �� 7�)� �/ �+�%�  ��� 
+�(� ह1 ?# +� �ह( �# %�� %#�� ह1, 6�( +7ह �# ह� 6�ह� �ह �& �
� %�  #�+7�# %( 
7�#)B( �ह( 
� ��3)7�, �$ �( $ह�� ��_f%� ह� +�37(, I���% �& �
� %( 7�#)B( �� ह��� 
6�ह/ 
( ?# �& �
� %( 7�#)B( ह� 6�ह� 6�%�  7�)� �/ ह( 
/, ���% +ह�) 6�%( +�(� ह1, 
�ह( �# �� %�� %#/' ��%�  ��0 �1= �#Lod�, 6�%( +�(� %( $�� �( %( +�3 �� �ह�) �# 
$ह�� %� J �%�� +� �%�� ह1' ��%�  �f��� $�%( +� 165 �
� $� +��� ह1, ���� �( ,7# 
�ह�) �# ह� �@� $�<= �)=<\( �7�� �%/  ���% 6�ह� 6�%�  7�)� %�  ,�
# ह( %�� ���� �� 
�L# ��%�  ��3 6�ह� $�ह# +��� %( ��f�%�� ह( �ह( �5�7(' ��� %#�� �# ह� 6�ह� 365 
�
� %� #�+7�# 6�U]� %#�� �%�� ह1' ��%�  $�
 6�%�  #ह�� %( ������ %�  ��3 +� 
<0�� ह� 6�ह/ 
� #ह� 6�� �( 
�4�� ���ह3 I���% %ह( �# @�� �5% ��+�� ह1 �� %ह( 
�# �)�
#� ���� ��+�� ह1' ��%�  ��3 %E 	%�# %( Lo����B(+ ह1, %� J %) <\�� 
�����
 %( 7�����) �( ह1, 6��/ �( ����# �%�� +��� ���ह3' +$ ह� 6�ह/ �� 	%�# %( 
��+��3) 
� #ह� ह1 �� �ह( ���/ �% ह� �ह �����> %�  #ह�� %�  ��3 
� #ह� ह1' 6�%�  %�#� 
��� ह�, �+��/ 6�%� ��#��# j(% K)� �� #ह �%� , 6��/ #��E �( ह�, ��0 ह( ,�� �(+> 
%�  ��3 �( �+��( +7ह ह��( ���ह3, 6�%� 6��� 	$)� ह�' ��%�  ��3 ह� +� W��� 
��� 
ह1, 6��/ �ह �( 
�4� �% �+ %�  +���� �/ EB, #���, �(�/B �����
 4#(
�� %�  $�
 6�%� 
घ# $��� �+ $ह�� ��_f%� ह��� +� #ह� ह1, �� 9# �( �� 8��� 
/' ��%�  ��3 +1��-
+1�� �
� .��(� ह� #ह� ह1, 6�%� 
( +��� ���( #%� %� �( $K��� #ह�� ���ह3 ?# �ह 
�( 
�4�� ���ह3 �% %) <\I�� %�  ��3 6�ह� +� +7ह 
( +� #ह( ह1, 6�� �( $K��� +�3' 
 

 ��%�  ��0 ह( ��0, 7�)�� %�  ,�
# ,�� ��<��3) �( ह1, 4�� �&# �# �(�� %�  
���( %( ��<�� ह1' ह��#� ह# 7�)� �/ �(�� %�  ���( %( .��<0� ,�f� ह��( ���ह3' ह��� �ह 
�� %ह �
�� �% ह� ह# 7�)� %�  ,�
# �$+�( 
/7�, ���%� ��#� 4��� ह1 �% 7�)�� %�  ,�
# 
�$+�( 
��� �� �ह�� �(�� %� ���( �
�� +�3' �(�� %� ���( 6��]� %#��� %�  $�
 
��#� 
�d$# �# 6�%�  <��<0 %( 9# ��� �%�� +�3' <��<0 %�  $�
 6�%( ��A� %( 9# 8��� 
�
�� +�3' �$+�( �� %�( � %�( ��( +�37(, �$+�( 
��� �� 6�%�  7�)� %� 6��� 
��%�� �ह( ह� ��37�, ��%�  ��3 +� ��)� +W#( �(+/ ह1, �$�� �ह�� 6�%( 9# 8��� 
�
�� +�3 ' �� ��+��9) �# j(% K)7 �� ,�� %#���� %�  ��3 �)���� %� �ह( K)7 �� 
�<����� �%�� +�3' �)����> i�#� �� ������9) %�  �
3 +��� %� #�+�1��% ��-��
 %�  
W� �/ �<����� � �%�� +�3 �� ��%� #�+�1��% #)7 
��� %( %���� � %( +�3, ��0 ह( 
��0 �� $�� �# �( 8��� �
�� +�3 �% �ह�) �# %#^�� � L1 � ��3' �� %� �%� �#ह �� 
4�! �%�� +��� ह1, ��
 ��%( �ह( �&# �# ����BD#7 �ह( %( +�37(, �$ �( ���($� ह( 
�1
� ह�7(' �ह�) �� �1�� �� 7�� ���%� 6�� 4�! �ह( �%�� 7�� ,0�� �ह �%�( 3% %�  
��� ��� 7��, �� �#ह �� �( ह��� ��%�� %�  ��3 +� �1�� ��+�, 6�%� 4�! j(% �� 
�ह( ह�  
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��37' ����3 �ह $ह�� ��f�% %��! ह1 �% ह��#( 9# �� �� �(+> %� 6��� W� �� 
�=%B�B %#%�  B(�( ,0�� 
��#� ��8��> �� ��%� 	��# %#/' ���%� 6��/ �#%�# %( 
6
�#�� %� 	��# ह� �%�� ह1' ���%� 7�)� %�  ��%�� %�  ��3 +� ह� ��ह�� ह1, �)���� 
#�+ %� $���� %�  ��3 +� ह� ��ह�� ह1, �� 
��> ह( �ह( ह� ��3)7�-?# �)���� #�h� %�  
��3 ��
 ह� %ह/ �� ,�( �( ह��#� ��#� �/ $ह�� +7ह� ह1, +ह�) �)���� %�  ����� �( 
j(% K)� �� �ह( ह��� ह1' 6�%�  t�# �( 8��� �
�� +�3 ?# �)���� %� %�� %1 �� ह��� 
ह1, 6�%� I�� %�� ह1 ��%�  $�#� �/ �( 6�%� ���A� �%�� +�3 �ह( �� +� ह��� �ह�) 
�� �)���� #�+ %( ��#%U��� %( ह1, 6� �# ह� j(% �� ,�� �ह( %# ��3)7�' �1 
��> 
����(� �)�*�� �� 
#a�<� %W) 7� �% @��(  ��%�� %�  ��3 �1= �#Lo�! %�  t�# +�# 
�
�� +�3, @��(  ��%�� %�  ��3 �ह�) 3@� $�<= ��=<\( %�  t�# +�# �
�� +�3 ?# 
��0 ह( ��0 +� ह� 7�#)B( 
� #ह� ह1, ��%�  ��0 7�)� %�  ,��( ��%�� %�  ��3 �+� 
��#-��)� �(+> %( +W#� ह1, 6�%� �( 6��]� %#��� +�3' �5%� , �$+�( ��� ह( 
� 
��� $�
 ह�, ह�/ ��%��� �ह( ह1, ���%� +��� %( ���� %�  ��3, 7�)�> %�  ��7> %� �$ 
%� J ����� %�  ��3 �+� �(+> %( ��f�%�� ह1, 6�%�  t�# 8��� �
�� +�3' �)���� 
%� j(% K)� �� ���� +�3, �)���� %�  t�# �+# #4( +�3' ,7# ह� ��� %# ��3)7� 
�� 7�)�> %� ��%�� ���
 +� ह� 50 ���> �/ �ह( %# ��3, ,7# 8��� �� %#/ �� ,7�� 
10 ���> %�  ,�
# ह� ��%� ,�f� %# ��3)7�, ���� 7�)�� %� ��%�� +W# ह�7�' �ह( 
��� #4�� ह�3, �)*( �ह�
� �� ,7# �ह �f����� ���� �% �� 	��� %#/7�, �� ���
 
+� ��%�� ह� ��ह�� ह1, �ह ��%�� ह��� ���� ह1' �����
' 

DR. P.C. ALEXANDER (Maharashtra): Thank you, Mr. Deputy 

Chairman. At the outset, I would like to avail of this opportunity to stress the 

very crucial importance the subject of rural development has assumed in our 

scheme of development at this stage in our country. From the point of view of 

national importance, if we are to place the Ministries in order of importance, I 

am inclined to say that the Rural Development Ministry should come right at 

the top. The Prime Minister has introduced a new scheme by which the 

Secretaries in charge of the Ministries of Defence and Home Affairs have 

been given two years' fixed term. Here again, I would like to say that if there 

should be any one Secretary, besides the Cabinet Secretary, who should 

have a minimum two years' term of service, it should be the Secretary in the 

Ministry of Rural Development. The nation is used to the concept of rural 

development right from the time of independence, in the form of programmes 

like community development, special attention to rural industries like khadi 

and village industries, handicrafts, handlooms, etc. However we have not 

adequately understood the crucial importance this subject has acquired in 

recent times, particularly after the Government's decision to formulate the 

concept of Bharat Nirman. There is nothing new in Bharat Nirman. Irrigation, 

rural roads, rural housing, rural electrification, rural telephone connectivity - 

these are all concepts in the development of 
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infrastructure in rural areas and have been tried in different stages by people 

who were incharge of rural development. There is nothing new about them, 

but, for the first time, infrastructure development, relevant to the rural 

development programmes, has been given the focus and attention, and the 

fact that Rs.1,74,000 crores are to be spent for these programmes during the 

next 4 years under the overall umbrella of Bharat Nirman has lifted the whole 

subject of rural development to the niche of importance which it deserves. 

Having made these preliminary remarks, I will refer to some of the most 

pressing problems that those in charge of the administration have to take care 

of, if we are to achieve the objectives before us. 

The first lesson that one has to learn from the experience of the 

implementation of the rural development programmes during the last five 

decades of our independence is that rural India is not a homogenous concept. 

We all talk about rural India but we forget that rural India means an 

agglomeration of large number of groups of villages each having its own 

separate problems though they may all share the general problem of under-

development. The most important factor that has to be borne in mind is that 

amongst the 6.23 lakhs of villages, recognized as villages in our country, 4.31 

lakhs are villages with population less than thousand people each. This is a 

phenomenon that is very special to our country's development programmes 

and process. The overwhelming majority of villages or those areas which are 

classified under the name villages, 4,31,949, have population below thousand 

each, and, therefore, are not in a position to sustain some of the programmes 

that we are visualising under the Rural Development Programme. If we go by 

the general approach, that what is good for certain areas, which are called 

rural areas is good for all the rural areas in the country, we will be continuing 

the mistake that we have committed during the last fifty years. Take any 

subject relevant to rural development; education, health, delivery, 

unemployment etc. and we will find that these programmes cannot be 

successfully implemented for very simple reason that they do not have the 

population base required to sustain them. 

When there are less than 500 people living in a village, we cannot 

afford to have a primary school with four or five teachers, or, a Primary Health 

Centre. Even if we try this experiment, Doctors who are appointed there will 

not go; teachers who are posted there will refuse to go, and, all sorts of 

difficulties will come up in practical implementation. Therefore, what is 

important, and, this is what I want to suggest before the two distinguished 

Ministers in charge of Rural Development in our country today, 
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is that you separate the small villages with population below one thousand 

and devise special programmes which are' practicable there. We may have to 

think of mobile hospitals, peripatetic doctors who may visit these places 

periodically; there you may think of even training a Vaidya or practitioner of 

indigenous medicine whom we may not consider to be a Doctor, to be trained 

in modern health delivery system and then giving him the allowances which will 

induce him to stay. There we may think of recruiting a person from the village 

itself and giving him special training to handle all the classes in a primary 

school so that he will not think of going away to some other place. You have 

to think of the problems of the small villages and deal with them differently 

from those of people in larger villages. 

I know of a 'village' in Maharastra, called Akluj. It is still called a 

village but if you go to that village, you will think that you are in another 

corner of Pune or Mumbai City. I could see even a modern swimming pools 

in this village. If you apply the programmes which are relevant for Akluj to 

some other village, which has only a small population base, you will find that 

the programme in the latter village will fail and more advanced among the 

villages will get the benefit. What is intended for the sparrows should not be 

allowed to be eaten away by the crows. 

The second point I would like to make in this connection is that there 

cannot be a programme for rural development which is equally applicable to 

the tribal population. The tribal population has its own problems which car. be 

handled or tackled only by a tribal-specific approach. If we go to villages 

where tribal population is a predominant society, you will find them being 

deprived of traditional occupation and without having access to new avenues 

of occupation. They are denied the fruits of forests; they are denied the source 

of livelihood because the tribals generally are not familiar with modern 

cultivation. Nor are they skilled to undertake anything else yet. Therefore, at 

least, in the transition stage, we have to think of an area-specific and 

community-specific programme in certain rural areas. We have to give them 

some exemption from the very strict rules and regulations of the Department 

of Environment by which they are not allowed to live anywhere near the 

forests. At least in a transitional period, till we ere able to train them for 

ordinary avocations in life, we have to give them some degree of exemption 

from the rules of using the products of forests for their livelihood otherwise 

rural development for these people will remain irrelevant to their needs and 

situation. 
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The third point I wish to bring to your notice is that. We should get 

out of the belief that the Rural Employment Guarantee Programme is going to 

solve the problem of unemployment in the rural areas. No doubt most of the 

beneficiaries of these programmes will be people in the rural areas. But the 

Rural Employment Guarantee Programme cannot be a substitute for rural 

development programme it cannot be a solution to the problem of poverty in 

the rural areas. It will be a mistake to think that the Rural Employment 

Guarantee Programme is implemented efficiently and speedily, solution to 

relieving the poverty from the rural areas. 

Hundred days of employment to one person in a family of 8-10 

members and that too at a wage which is not even the minimum wage fixed 

under the Act are not going to help the members of a poor family to transfer 

themselves from the status of below the poverty line citizens to cross the 

poverty line citizens. Therefore, let us not treat the Rural Employment 

Guarantee Programme as a solution to rural development. We can develop 

rural areas on the basis of the Rural Development Programme, on the basis 

of Bharat Nirman components, on the basis of the traditional approach, new 

schools, new hospitals, new roads, new connectivity to the neighbouring 

market, new information system, and such other matters. 

Finally, Sir, I would like to invite special attention to the crucial 

importance of education as the main instrument of rural development. It may 

not have much of an appeal to those who are in charge of implementing rural 

development programmes. But if we neglect education as the number one 

priority in the list of programmes to be implemented under the heading 'Rural 

Development,' we will end up in grief as we have already done in the past. 

When I speak of education, it is not just imparting knowledge in certain 

subjects like arithmatics, history or geography or acquiring skills in arithmetic 

or reading and writing. I am referring to motivation that is needed in the rural 

areas, motivation for people to lift themselves up, enabling them to avail of all 

the ladders that are being thrown to them. This can come only through 

education. The primacy of education in rural development programmes 

should not be forgotten by the Ministers concerned; otherwise, we will be 

committing a great mistake. In this connection, I will only mention the crucial 

importance of education in the true sense of the term, to fight against certain 

forces which are acting against all our Government-sponsored programmes. I 

am referring to superstition, ignorance and all sorts of prejudices born out of 

caste, sex and other such inhibiting factors which still prevail for want of 

education in many 
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places. We have to create the right motivation by using education as a tool, to 

fight against these great evils which are crippling the effectiveness of our 

programmes. We are spending thousands and thousands of crores of rupees 

and are going to spend many more thousands in the next three or four years. 

But if we do not educate the people about what is keeping them down and, 

then, we will not achieve the benefits of the programmes. So, the highest 

importance has to be given to imparting right type of education to change the 

mindset of the people, to enable them to take the maximum advantage of the 

development programmes. 

With  these  words,   I  wish  to  once  again   stress  the  crucial 

importance of the two programmes which are being implemented by the 

Panchayati Raj and Rural Development ministries and request that they carry 

the entire nation with them in a heralding this revolutionary movement. Thank 

you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Thank you.   Now, Shri Suryakantbhai 

Acharya. 

�� 0�1������2 3*��1 (4��	��) : ����(� 6������� +(, �1 ����� ?# 
W#� =�����/B %�  $�#� �/ ह��#� �ह�) �)����� ह1' �1�
% %�� �/ ����� ?# ��� %�  ��0 
�/ 6�%� 7j� ह��' 6�%�  $�
 �ह
�<��� �# ��%g �z�  ह�� ?# 7����( �E' 
6�%�  %�#  ह��#� +� ��#��� �����+% K�)�� 0�, 6�%� A�� �ह�)�( ?# 6��� %E 
$�#����) � 7E' ,$ �L# �� ह� �)����� %� �A� $���� ��ह�� ह1 ?# �ह �$�� ,nJ( 
$�� ह1 �% �)���� %�  i�#� ह( @�� %� ��%�� ह�, �)���� %�  i�#� ह( @�� %( �����( 
ह� ?# 	7��� ह�'  

 

�ह�
�, �ह�) 	�@�� %( %E $��/ ह�E, �7# +� 7�)� ह1, �ह�) ^��D�7 ह��( ह1'
Our planning is from Delhi to dehaat and not from dehaat to Delhi. I will 
suggest it and I have suggested it when I was the Deputy Chairman of the 

Gujarat Planning Commission. �2�� �1\� ^��D�7 %�(�� %� �( �� $��� ��4%# 
��+( ह1' ����3 ^��D�7 
�ह�� �/ ह��( ���ह3 �% 
�ह�� %�  ��7>  %� 4$# ह1 �% ह�%� 
#�<�� ���ह3 �� <%� � ���ह3, हo_<�B� ���ह3 �� %�E 
��#( �(+ ���ह3' 6�%�  ��� 
%�E �(+ �ह( ह1, ���� 6�%� ��� ���� ह1' ह� �� I�� %#�� ह1 �% %�E हo_<�B� 
$��9 %ह�� ह1, �� हo_<�B� $���� ह1, %�E ��ह�� ह1 �% <%� � $��9 �� <%� � $�� 

��� ह1' ��%�  ��3 ह��� “7�%� � @��(  ��+��” %�  ��� �� 3% ��+�� $��E 0( 7�+#�� 
�/' �ह ��+�� $ह�� ,nJ( ��( 0(' ह# 7�)� %�  ��3 ह��� �1�� �
3 ?# ह# 7�)� %�  ��3 
%�E � %�E ��%�� %� %��, 7�)�� �/ ���' This is not a substantial development. 

�+ �( +� ,��( =�����/B ह��( ह1, �ह �$<B/���� �/ ह��( ह1' ह# ���, ह# $+B �/ 
ह� 
�ह��> %� t�# ���� %( $�� %#�� ह1, �7# 
��#� �"! �/ �( �ह( %#�� ह1 ?# �(�#� 
�"! �/ �( �ह( %#�� ह1' %� � B�B� ह��� 6��/ �%��� W��� 4�! �%��, �ह ��%���7� 
�� ��� ���7� �% ह��� %�L( W�3 7)��3 
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ह1? ����3 �1 %ह�)7� �% sustainable growth, sustainable development. �� �# 
����# %#�� ���ह3' �+ �� �ह ह1 �% �)=<\(+ �/ ��� $��� ह1 ?# �ह ��� �$%�� %�  
��3 
�ह�� �/ ��� +��� ह1, �� �ह %1 �� ���7�? 
�ह�� �/ 6���
� ह� ?# �ह �ह�) 
6����
� ह�%# t�# +�3, I�� ह� ��� %� J ,��( ^��D�7 �/ %# �%�� ह1? 
Planning, so far as this matter is concerned, is defective. �� ह�%� ^��D�7 �/ �ह 
%#�� �5�7� �% 
�ह�� %� �2B# �/ #4%#, �ह�) �# ह( �$ �(+/ ह� �%� ' +$ �1 ���+� 
�)0 %� 6��8�A 0� �� �1 
�� %�  %E $5�-$5� ��7> �� ����� 7�� 0�' 7�)�( +( %( 
^��D�7, +�	%�� +( %( ^��D�7 ?# ���ह�� +( %( ^��D�7 %�  $�#� �/ +� ����# ह1, 
���� �� %��;_��� %#�� ह1, �� I�� %#/? ���� ��%� �)��"+�% +��$ �%�( �� �( �ह( 
����, ��#� ,��%��#�> �� ?# +� ���7 %�  ,��%�#( ह1, 6�%�  ��� �� �( ���� %�E 
+��$ �ह( ���� ?# ���� ��#�� ह��� �5�' �2�� +� 4�
 ह( $���� ?# +� �� �# ����# 
%#%�  %ह� �� ���� ��� �7�� ह1, ह� 7B#- .��<0� �� �ह# �/ %#�� ह1, 
�ह��> �/ �ह( 
%#�� ह1' ��
 
�ह��> �/ 7B#- .��<0� ह�7(, �� +� ��#� 7�)� %�  ��3 manure ���ह3, 
�ह �( ����7�' �ह ह� �ह( %# �%� ' 
�ह��> �/ +� �( =)7 ह1 �� 6��� �( 4�
 $� 
�%�( ह1' +$ 7B#- .��<0� ह�7( �� ���� �ह �$ �Ij� ह�7�' 3% $5� A�* ?# �( ह1, 
�ह ह1 ���-�� %� ,�7 .����#' I�� ह��� ह1 �% J�=�1 �ह( ��� #4�� ह1, ��� �ह( ह1' 
�ह ,�7 ह( ह1' �� ,�7 #4/7� �� 6�%� �� ���/7�, ����7�, $��/7� ?# 
�� �( 
/7�' 6�%�  
�� �$ %�� ह>7�, �� 6��� �( $5� L��
� ह��� ���� ह1' ���� �ह�) 3% �� ���� 
�d��o��/B %� $5� ���� ��:�� ह� �%�� ह1' ह�/ ,��� 
�ह�� %� ��� $���� %�  ��3 
I�� %#�� ���ह3? ��%�  ��3 ^��D�7 %�(�� �� �ह�� 
� ^���� �/ 3% $�� %( ��� 
%( 0( �% 7�)� %� �%��( 3����B(+ ���ह3, �� 6��( 3����B(+ %( 3% ��<B $��E' �� 
3����B(+ %1 �( 
( +�3), �� �# #�h� %� ����# %#�� ���ह3, ��� %ह� 7��' I�� 
��%�� %�  ��3 3����B(+ ह( ��L��3)B ह1? ��%�� %�  ��3 	o=I�� ��L��3)B ह1' 
��%�  ��3 �ह ��#� ह��� ���ह3, “Either perish or produce”. ह� �ह ��#� ��%# %$ 
��/7�, %1 �� ��/7�? �2�� $���� ह1 �% +$ ^��D�7 �(�� �� ह( �ह( ह��( ह1 �� t�# �� I�� 
ह�7(? ��%�  �$�� %� J ह��� ���� �ह( ह1' �+%� I�� ह1 �% �)=<\(+ ह1, $5�-$5� �~� 
–��4� ��7 ह1, ,ह�
�$�
 �/ ह1 �
U�( �/ ह1, ��)$E �/ ह1 ���%� 
�ह��> %� 	f� $ह�� $5� 
ह1' �� �$ ��i�� ��7 ह1, �� 
�ह��> �/ #ह�� �( ह>7�, ���� 
�4� �( ह�7� �% �+ 
ह��#� 7�)� leaderless ह� 73 ह1, I���% 6��/ +� �_-���( �
�( 0�, �� �� �ह# ��� 
73 ह1, I���% �ह�) %� J ����� ह( �ह( ह1' ����3 �ह�) intelligence %� drain ह� 7�� 
ह1, �� 7�)� leaderless ह� 73 ह1, ��%�  %�#  ह� +� �)���� $��3)7�, �ह �)���� %1 �( 
$��7(, �ह ����� %( $�� ह1' ��#� ����
� ह1 �%First of all, we should think what type 

of villages we want and how we can create sustainable growth in the villages. 

�ह�) %�  ��7> %� ��� ह1 �% ���( +�(� ह1, �� 6��/ I��-I�� %#�� ह1, �ह ह� �%�� 
ह1' 6�%� ��� ह1 �% ���( %ह�) �� ���� ह1, %1 �� #�%�� ह1' 
 

 �ह�
�, �1 3% 
��#( $�� $���� ��ह�� ह� ), ह��#� 7�+#�� %� ,���� ह1 �% 
�#%�# %� %�E �( %��!z� ह�, �ह 10 	����,20 	���� ह( �L� ह��� ह1, ���� 
h��
� �L� �ह( ह��� ह1' �ह�) �� $5(-$5( $��/ ह��( ह1, �1�� �( +��� ह1, ���%� no 

success, 6��/ �� %� J ��%��7� �ह(' ��#� a��� �� �� +� ��7 ��ह�� ह1 �% 100 �#�/B 
��� ह�, 6�ह( %� passing marks ����� ���ह3, 90 �#�/B �( �ह(, ���%� ह� �� 35 
�#�/B 
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Marks �� ��� ह��� %( $�� %#�� ह1, ��%�  $�#� �/ ह�%� ����� ���ह3' ह��� 7�+#�� �/ 
I�� �%�� �% +� �( �#%�#( %�� ह��� ह�0 �/ ����, 6�%� people’s government 

$��37(, �ह �� �%�� 7��' �1 ��%� $���� ह� ) �% %���%���5( �/ ह� �$�� �(J� 0�, 
$ह�� �7� ह1, ��%� %�#  �ह ह1 �% ह��� %���%���5( �/ 3% �)
��� +1�� J�5 
�
��, +1�� 
�ह��> �/ 10 �#�/B %���3) �( <%� � �ह( +��( ह1, 6�ह( 
�ह��> �/ %���9) 
%� <%� � J�5�� +��� %�  ��3 CM 4�
 +�3)7�, +���� ��%��7�, K��-���� $+�3 
+�3)7�, ,$(#-7���� 65�7� ?# ��� %#%�  ह� 6� %���9) %� <%� � �/ 
��4� %#�� 
ह1' ,7# 6� %���9) %( �)a�� 20-25 �#�/B ह1, �� ����<B�! +�3)7�, ,7# 6�%( 
�)a�� ���� t�# ह1, �� MLA ?# MP +�3)7�, ��Bg %�  ��7 +�3)7�' ह��#( ��Bg, 
�#%�# %�  3%-3% %��!z� %� �)
��� %�  W� �/ ��# � %#�( ह1, ����3 �+ ह� 
�L� ह�3 ह1' V( �#��q ��
(, ,�%� ,nJ� �7/ �� $�#� �7/, 
����� �# %�  ��7> �� 6�%� 
7�����) 
(, ���%� �� 
��43 �% ,�( �% 3% �( ���I�� �/ �� �ह( ह�#� ह1' ��7 
6�%�  ��0 I�> +��� ह1? �+ 7�+#�� �/ ��_<�� ���+ %�  ��7 �( 6�%� ,��� �� 

��� ह1 ?# ��%� %�#  �ह( ह1 �% Whatever he has said, �ह 6�ह��� %# �
�� ह1' �1 
��%� $��t) 7�, ��%� �ह +��%# �f��! ह�7� �% ह��� ह#�% 7�)� %� $���� ह1 �% 
��%�  7�)� �/ ��!
� %�, ���� %� ���( L��) ���#4 %� �37� ?# ���( 6�( date �# 
��� ह1, we give them dates. ����3 ��� %�E .�_- ���ह3, ��� %�E imaginative 

leader ���ह3' 
 

[����6�7 (�� ��	�� �
�) ������ ह��] 
 

�1 �� %ह�� ह� ) �% �ह ह��#� ,ह����� ह1 �% ह�%� ��� 3% $ह�� ,nJ� �(5# ���� ह1, 
�+��� ह# �(+ %� �)
��� $��%#, 7�+#�� %�  ,)
# ���( ,nJ( 	7�� ह�%� �
4�E 
ह1' �+ 7�+#�� �/ 5 %#�5 7�+#��( ह1, �� 5 %#�5 7�+#��( 6�%� ��ह�� ह1' %E +7ह 
��� ह��� ह1,�% ���( %� ��
 %�E ��� ��#�� ह1, �� 6�%� ��)���� 
��� %�  ��3 �=��( 
��7 +��� ह1 �� �ह ���( %ह�( ह1 �% “���� ��#�� ह1, ���� I�� ��#�� ह1' “ “�� $(� �/ �� 
$��' “ ��%� ���$ �ह( ह1 �% ह� �&#�[\ �/ �ह %ह�� ह1 �% �
! �
�( %� ह( �$ 
4�+�� ह1' +� �
! �ह( ह1, 6�%�  ��� %�E �ह( +��� ह1' ह��#� CM 3% ��� �
! ह1, +� 
,���#%� %� �( ��(-�1�( %ह �%� ' �� ,���#%� %( $�� %#�� ह1, �� �#ह %( $�� 
%#�� ह1' j(% ह1, �1 rural development %( �( $�� %#�� ह� )' Rural development ��� 
�ह( ह�7�' ��%� +��� �5�7�, there are only two parties –Communist and BJP, 

�+�%�  ��� %1 =# ह1, +� �� �#ह �� #�h� %�  ��( %��!z�� %� ��
��� $�� %#, 
movement $�� %#, 6�%� �L� %# �%� ' 
��#( ��Bg �/ ��� ��7 ह( �ह( ह1' ��#� 
%1 =# �( �ह( ह1' ��Bg %� �( %�E �ह�� ह1' ��Bg %� �� ����� ह1' +$ ��Bg %� �� 
����� ह1, �� ��Bg %�  %��!z��9 %� 
�ह��> �/ +�%# ���/ �7�� ���ह3' �1 rural 

development %�  $�#� �/ �( %ह�)7�' Rural development �/ rural areas %� substantial 

growth ह�, +� �B% �%�  I���% �ह �B%�� �ह( ह1, �B% �%� , ��� ह�' �B% �%� , ��� 
�ह(, $_U% 6��/ addition ह� �%� , ��� ह��� ���ह3' 
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 �� ����� � (�� (.
) : 6����8�A �ह�
�, �)���� ?# W#� 
=�����/B ����<\( %�  t�# %�L( ��; ह�E �% �� ����<\( %� %1 �� L) I�� %#�� ह1 
?# %1 �� ह��#� @��( �����> %�, +1�� �#%�# ?# 
�� %�  ��7 ��ह�� ह1, 6�%� 
��%�� %( 9# ���� ह1, �1 h��
� �ह( $������, ���%� �1 �� $�� %�  t�# 8��� 

�%:"� %#�� ��ह�� ह� ) �% ,7# �)���� ����<\( �/ �ह A��� �हG ह1, �2 �� +���� 
�ह( ह� ), ���%� ,7# �हG ह1,�� A��� 
��( ���ह3 ' �ह ����<\(, 7�)������> %( 6���� 
%�  ��3 +�-+� ����7 ���( Ministries   of   Education,   Health,   Family   Welfare,   

Rural Electrification, Public Health Engineering, �� �$ ���-��� $��/ ह2, +� @��(  
��7> %( 6���� �# 6�%�  %U��  %�  ��"� �/ +�5� ह1 ' �ह �$ %#�� %�  ��3 +� ह# 
��� annual planning ह��( ह1, 6� planning %�  ��� �/ �)���� ����<\( %� %1 �� 
+�5� +��� ह1 ?# +$ �� progress report �# ह� ह# ��� $���( ह1 �� �हG ? %ह�) 
planning ह��( ह1, %ह�) �)��� ����<\( #ह +��( ह1 ? Rural development %�  ��0 
�)���� ����<\( %� I�� co-ordination ह1? �� �$ $��> %� 8��� %#�� ���ह3 ' �ह 
�हG ह��, �ह ह��, $ह�� 
��g�� ह� #ह( ह1,  �71#ह-�71#ह ह� #ह� ह1, �ह �� �$ ���( 
ह�E $�� ह1 ' ���%� ���
 ��#� a��� �� +� administrative arrangement ह��� ���ह3, 
+� co-ordinationह��� ���ह3, �ह �हG ह1 ' �)���� ����<\( %( ��#� 
�� %�  7�)������> 
%( 6���� %�  ��3 ��%( +��$
�ह( ह1 ' ���%� ��#� a��� �� �� ����<\( %� �+��( 
%� J A��� 
��( 0(, �+��� ,��%�# 
��� 0�, �हG �
�� 7�� ह1 ' ,7# �
�� 7�� ह1, �� 
��%� %�� �/ ��7� %#�� ह1 ?# �� ����<\( %( +� <B�B ���� �/ ��%( ����<\( ह1, 
��%� �( �/B# �� ����+ +��� ह1 �% �)���� ����<\( ?# l#� ����<\(, 
��> %� 
�4�5( $���� �� �)���� ����<Bg %� %�E L) I�� �हG ह��� ह1 ?# �$ %�E rural 

development �/ �5 +��� ह1 ' �ह�) �घ��I4( ह��( ह1, �ह�) 4���-�(�� %( �$ ������ ह� 
+��( ह1 ' �$ 3% ��0 +�5 %# 7�)������> %( 6���� %( $�� ��� +��� ह2 ' ^��D�7 
?# �)���� ����<\( %�  ��0 �/ <B�B ���� �# %�y:=���� �हG ह1 ' �ह 
3=����<\��B� �#L��! ह1 �� +� %#I�� ह1, 6� %� %#�� +l#( ह1 ' 6����8�A +(, 
�ह �$ � ह��� �� ��#� a��� �� ह� ��7> %�  $(� �/ ,$ �% +� ��; ह�E ह1, �ह�) +� �� 
��"� �/ ह��#� ����(� �
<�> i�� +� ��)%� 	%B %( 7�( ह1, 
�4 	%B �%�� 7�� 
ह1 �� D��� 	%B %( 7�( ह1, �ह %�E %�� �/ �हG � ���( ह1 ' �2 �ह�) ��( $�� %� %ह�� 
%�  ��3 45� ह�� ह�) �% �)����( #�+ ����<\( %� �� %�  ��0 %�y:=���� %#�� ह�7� 
' �#,�ह�) $ह�� �� ��7> %� ����� ह( � हG ह1, �� l#� =���/B ����<\( %� ह( 
�ह����� ह2 ' �ह�) �)���� 3)= l#� =����/B %� ����%# 3% ����<\( $�� �
�� ह1, 
�# 6� �/ 3=����<\��B� ,#/+�/B �� ,�( �% �हG ह�� ह1 ' �/\� ����<\( �/ I�� ह�� 
ह1, �2 �हG +����, ���%� <B�B ���� �# �)���� � l#� =���/B ����<\( %� 3% 
��0 “I�$” %# �
�� ह1 ' 6�� 3% हG �)*(, 3% ह( ��z� B#( 
�4�� ह2 ' �� @�6= ���� )
�# �ह $�� <B�B ���� 7��!�/B %�  ��� �हG ��( ह1 ?# �� %�  %�#  �/\� 7��!�/B 
%� �( �ह( ��� �हG ���� ह1  �% �ह�) %1 �� 	���� ह��� ���ह3 �� �)����/ I�� 
�4/7( 
? �#, �)���� %� +� ]�o% =����/B y�L� ह1, 6� �/ 
������# %� �[B���# ह1, 
�ह�) 
������# %( %d^�/}� ह1 ' %&��� %��! %&� ,��%�#( 
�4 �%�� ह1, �%� 
,��%�#( %( 3I�� ���� %( 3=����<\��B� ���# ह1, �ह 
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�$ %� J ह�/ �
4��( �हG 
��� ह1' ,7# 7�)� %�  ��7 %d^�/B %#�� ह2 �� crying in the 

wilderness ह��� ह1, ,#��#�
� ह��� ह1 ' �#, �ह �$ +� �=<%�� ह�� ह1, �2 ����� 
ह� ) �% 6� �/ �� $�� %( D��� ह�/ %#�( ह�7( ' ,7# l#� =����/B ?# �)����( 
#�+ ����<\(+ %� L) I�� j(% �हG ह�7� �� �(�� %�  ���� �# 
�7!�� %( +� $�� �� 
#ह( ह1, +� �/\� 7��!�/B � <B�B 7��!�/B %� ���� ह1, �ह ��#� �हG ह�7� ' ह� ��ह�� ह2 
�% 7�)� %�  ��7 �ह( ~)7 �� t�# ��� ���ह3, ���%� �+ �ह�) हo<�(B� �/ +��� ?# 

��43 �% �� +$ हo<B�(B� $���� ह2, 6� �/ ����<\( yL ह1U0 3)= L� ���( �1UL� �# 
%� �)����( #�+ ����<\( %�  ��0 I�� �)�%!  ह1 ? I�� �ह ^��D�7 %�  ��0 ह�� ह1 ? 
6����8A �ह�
�, �� �( +���� ह2 �% 7�)� �/ ,<���� ह1, ���%� ��! �हG ह1, =oIB# 
�हG ह1, 7�)� �/ <%� � ह1, ���%� ��<B# �हG ह1 ' ,$ 0�5� �� l#� =����/B %�  ��� �� 
#�<�� �� घ�B $� #ह� ह1 ' 6� �/ �( $ह�� %� J ��%���/ ह1 ' 6� �$ ��%���> %� �� 
����<\( %� 
�# %#�� ह�7� ' ह�/ 
�4�� ह�7� �% @�6= ���� �%) , ]�o% ���� �% 
%1 �� 3=����<\��B� .��<0� %#�( ह1 ' 6�� �/B# �� ��%# <B�B ���� �% 8��� �/ 
#4�� ह1 '  
 

 6����8�A �ह�
�, �+ 7�)� �/ �$+�( �ह( ह2 ' l#� ��1I\(�L%� �� %�  
��� �� �ह $�� ���( ह1 ' �ह 
�4�� ���ह3 �% �)����( #�+ ����<\( �� l#� 
=���/B ����<\( �� %�( ���# ����<\( %�  ��� ��%��� �� �हG +� #ह( ह1 �% �ह�) 
l#� ��1I\(�L%� �� %� ह��#� ��� ��%��� ह1 ' ��#� ����# �� �)����( #�+ ����<\( 
?# <B�B ���� %( �)����( #�+ ����<\( %�  “<��I� ��!� “ 7�)� %�  ��7> %�  ��3 
हo<�(B�, <%� �, ���# � #�<�� �71#ह %�  ��3 ह��� ���ह3 ' �ह 
�4�� ह�7� �% %&� 
�� #�<�� %ह> ���� ह�7�, �L�#(+ =����/B %( <%(� %�  $�#� �/ 
�4�� ह�7� ' �ह�) 
$ह�� �� ��7 �L�#(+ <%(� %�  t�# ,��� +(��� �$���� ह1 ' 6� %�  ��� 4��( %#�� 
%�  ��3 +�(� �हG ह1 ' �� ��:+�� Lo�!�! �� �( �(�� ह2 ' �� ��7 �2=��� �हG ह1, ���%� 
��:+�� L��!�! ह2 '  
 

 ��:+�� L��!�! %� ��UL ��L��3)B $���� %�  ��3 %� J <%(�/ ह2, �+�%�  ��� 
4��( –$�5( %�  ��3 +�(� �हG ह1 ' 3% �L�#( <%(� ह1 ' �L�#( %� $K��� 
��� %( �ह 
<%(� �( �)���� ?# l#� =�����/B �/ ��( ह1 ' ���� ����� ह1 �% �2 +$ ,��� <B�B �/ 
3% ��� �L�#( �=��B!�/B %� �)*( 0�, �� 6� �)*( �
 �� 
�4 #ह� 0� �% 7�)� %�  
��7> %�  �L�#( <%(� �� ,��� ��3 %�-��-%� ��$ह-��� %� 4��� +l# +�B/ ?# 
�� ��7 ��4 �� � �#/ ' ह �� ��7 ��( <%(� %� $K� #ह� 0� ' ���%� �2 
�4�� 0� �% 
�)���� %�  ��0 6� �L�#( �=��B!�/B %� %�E �=��B!�/B� �#���� �हG ह1  ' �)���� %�  
t�# �� �L�#( �=��B!�/B �/ +�%# %�E 	����� �हG %#�� ह1 �% ��� �ह �L�#( 
<%(� %� 
�4( ' �2 3% D�7� 3���d�� 
� #ह� ह� ) ' 
��#( �( %E <%(d� ह2, +1�� –
ह2=���-B�I�B���-%(, �(D�7 %(, +� 7�)� %�  ��7> %� ,��� #�+(-#�B( %� +�7�5 
%#�� %�  ��3 %�� %#�� %� #�<�� 
��( ह1 ' ���%� �%�( �( �=��B!�/B %� �)����( #�+ 
%�  ����<\( %�  ��0 =�t� B�  
 ]�o% ����� �L� _IB� %�- y:=���� �हG ह1 '  
 

 6����8�A �ह�
�, �2 ��हG �]
> %�  ��0, 
��> �)�*�> %� 8����%"!  %# 
#ह� ह� ) �% �� ��7 ,��( ����<\(+ %�  L) I�� %� ?# �L� _IB� $���� %�  ��3 �2�� +� 
���� ����� $���� ह2, 6�%� 8��� �/ #4 %# %��!��E %#/7� �� %� J-�-%� J %����$( 
+l# ����7( ' 
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(�.&�� ���� 	 (#�+<0��): �����
, 6����8�A +( ' ,�( �
� �/ V( �)7�( 
��� �)=�� +( i�#� �)����( #�+ �)*��� �0� @��(  ��%�� �)*��� %�  %��!%#  %�  
�)
�! �/ 	�#)� %( 7E $ह�� ह( 6���7( ��; �� #ह( ह1 ' �ह %��!%#  ?# %1 �� ��- 
ह�, �� ��"� �/ $5( 6���7( ��; ह�E ह1 ?# $5� 6���7( ����� �( �3 ह1 '  
 

 �ह�
�, �2 �( ��( ��; %� %� J �7� $K��� ह�3 �ह( %ह�� ��ह� )7( �% +ह�) �% 
@��(  ��%�� %( $�� %ह/, �� �2 �#%�# %� $��E 
��� ��ह� )7( I�>�% 6��� ,��� �� 
�"! %�  $+B �/ �$�� ,��% 	�0��%�� @��(  ��%�� %� 
( ह1 ' ����3 ��#� $+B %( 
�7�7 54 	���� #��� @��(  ��%�� %� 8��� �/ #4�� ह�3 #4( 7E ह1 ' �ह �#%�# 
$��E %( ��* ह1, I�>�% ��%� 8��� 7�)�> %( 9# ह1 ' �#%�# �� �ह �ह��� �%�� ह1 �% 
+1�� �ह���� 7���( �� %ह� 0� �% ,��( ��#� 7�)�> �/ $��� ह1 ?# +$ �% �� 
�� %�  
7�)�, @��(  A�* ?# @��(  +� ह# |_[B �� ��- �हG ह>7�, @��(  A�* ह# �#ह %�  
���� ������ �� �d��� �हG $�/7�, �$ �% �ह ��#� 
�� ��%���(� �� �d�� ! ��%��� 

�� �हG $� �%�� ' �#%�# �� �� ��f�%�� %� ,���� �%�� ह1 ?# 6� �# 8��� �( 
�
�� ह1 ' ��#� ���;  3% �ह���� ! ��+�� ह1 ' �2 �ह %ह�)7( �% 6�%�  �ह� ��A�, 
<��<p�,#��7�#, �5%, ���(, �$+�(, B���L��, �%��, ��;�# , D���E, %C �" 3)� 
��ह��9) %�  ��_-%#  �# +� 8��� �
�� 7�� ह1 ?# �%���> %� �7� $K��� %�  ��3 
+� ��+��3) ��E 7E ह1, �2 6�%� <��7� %#�( ह� ) '  
 

 �ह�
�,����� ���! +� ����(� �
<� $��  #ह� 0�, 6�ह>�� $5( ह( ����" $�� 
%ह( �% @��(  ��%�� �)*��� ?# �)���� #�+ �)*���,�� 
� ��� �ह%�/ ह1,+� �% 
3%-
��#� %�  ��#% %ह� +� �%�� ह1 ' ��
 
�4� +�3 �� ���/ ���(-
��� %� ��0 ह1 ' 
@��(  ��%�� %�  �$�� �)���� #�+ %( ��#%U��� �हG ह� �%�( ' @��(  ��%�� %�  
��3 ह( �)����( #�+ %( ��f�%�� ,���� %( 7E ' ��%�  ��3 <�.	����)*( V( #�+(� 
7�)�( +( %� $ह�� V�� +��� ह1 ' ���� ��
 ह1 �% �"� �ह�� #�+<0�� %�  $(%���# �/ 3% 
�)����( #�+ �d���� ����+� ह�� 0�, �� $�� %� 25 �"! �� ,��% ��� ह� 7�� ह1 ' 
#�+(� 7�)�( +( %�  �� �/ �$ �� 3% �nJ� 0( �% �ह���� 7�)�( +( %( +� ��#%U��� 0( 
�% %2 �� 7�)�> %� #�+ �
�� +�3, 7�)� %1 �� ��_-���( ह�, 7�)� %�  	������( ��7> %( 
,���)�� �# �� �%� �#ह �� <�)� 7�)�> %�  #�+ %� �)����� %#/, 6�ह>�� 6� ��#%U��� 
%� �ह�� �
��' 6�ह>�� �� ��#%U��� %� �ह�� �
�� ' #�+(� +( �� �ह �( ,���� �%�� 
�% %1 �� @��> %� �$�(%#  ह� ?# ��%�  ��3 6�ह>�� +l#( ���� �)����(-#�+ %� 
�+$�� %#�� ' ��%�  ��3 ��#� V�� 6�%� +��� ह1 ?# $�
 �/ �ह +� �)����(-#�+ 
��<B� ��7� ह��, B�  B��# �� �( B��# ��<B�, ��%�  ��3 ��!��� �)���� #�+ �)*( +( 
$��E %�  ��* ह1 ' �� �i�� %� ��%��� %#�� %� %�L( V�� 6�%� +��� ह1 ' ��_f�� 
l� �� �)����-#�+ 	 ��( �/ ��#��!� %# �)����> %� ��- %#�� %�, �)����> %� 
,��%�#-�)��� $���� %� +� %�� ह�� ह1, 6�%�  ��3 �� $��E %�  ��* ह2 '  

 6����8A �ह�
�, @��(  A�*> �/ ��%�� %�  %�� ह� #ह� ह2 ?# �ह�) %�  ��3 
$5( ��%�� %( ��+��3) $�( ह1, ���%� $ह�� +l#( ह1 �% �� 
��> �)*���> �/ 3% 
������ ह�, %�y:=���� ह�, I�>�% �� 
��> 3%-
��#� �# ����#� ह1 ?# ��( �� 
��+��3) �L� ह�7( ' �2 3% ����
� �ह �( %#�� ��ह� )7( �% %E $�# %� �q �#%�# %( 
+� ,nJ( ��+��3) 
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�%# ����_f�� %#� �% ��%� ��� ��� ��7> %� ���� ' ��%�  ��3 ��f�% ह1 
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%( +�3, �+��� �% %� �q ?# #�h� �#%�#> �� 6� ,��%�#( %�  ��8�� �� 3% ��|K 
������ ह� �%�  ' ह��� �ह ह1 �% घ�" �3) ह��( ह1, ���%� %E @�������> %� 6�%� 
��� �% �हG ह��� ' ����3 %�E %��;�� ��� ह�, +� �% �� घ�"� �9) %�  	��#- 
	��# %� %�� %#� ?# ��0 ह( @��(  –+�> %� 6� ��+��9) %�  ��� %1 �� ����, 6�� 
����_f�� %#��� �/ �ह %��;�� �ह��7 �( 
� ' ��%�  ��0 ह( ��#( ����BD#7 %( +�3 
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 %�  ����� #��� �E ह1,6��/ %�� ह� #ह� ह1 �� �हG ह� #ह� ह1 ' �� �#ह �� 
@��(  ��%�� �� �)$)��� �+��( #��� +��( ह1, +� 6�%( ��+��3) ह1, 6�%� ��#� ��� 
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SHRIMATI PREMA CARIAPPA (Karnataka)'. Sir, I rise to speak on 

the working of the Ministry of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj. In 

respect of the Ministries of Rural Development, I will concentrate only on a 

few subjects such as, employment in rural areas, drinking water, Total 

Sanitation Progamme, SGSRY, Self Help Groups and development of 

wasteland. 

Sir, in respect of the Ministry of Panchayati Raj, I will speak a little" 

bit of the working of panchayats. 
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Sir, the Ministry of Rural Development is very important, because 70 

per cent of our population live in villages, in rural areas, and they are 

agriculturists and produce agriculture-related products. So, it is very sad that 

the people in rural areas, the farmers, are depending only on the seasonal 

rainfall. Due to lack of planned irrigation and scanty rainfall, farmer has to 

suffer. And, there has been drought in the last four to five years. Many people 

had borrowed loans from banks, cooperative societies and moneylenders. As 

they could not repay the loans that they had taken, they had to commit suicide 

because there was no other source of income for them. Also, there was no 

other opportunity in the rural areas where they can generate money. 

Rural youth, usually, migrate to cities in search of jobs. They make 

urban areas congested and the cities are chocked. Sir, it is very important that 

we give urban facilities in the rural areas, like, good educational institutions, 

hospitals, good marketing facilities and agro-based industries, which generate 

employment opportunities, and where the youth of the villages get 

employment in the rural areas, where they can generate money and can repay 

the money that they have taken. Our charismatic and esteemed leader, 

Shrimati Sonia Gandhi, and the Prime Minister understood this phenomenon 

and brought a historic legislation, that is, the Rural Employment Guarantee 

Act to provide employment to the youths for 100 days in a calendar year. The 

dream has come true, for which the rural India is indebted to Soniaji and the 

hon. Prime Minister. The Minister of Rural Development also deserves 

congratulations for playing its role in this regard. Initially, this Act is extended 

to 200 districts. Later on, it will be taken up in all the districts of the country. At 

the same time, the Government has to be cautious in implementing the Rural 

Employment Guarantee Act. People, in rural areas, should not depend only on 

this "100 days' work". Other rural employment generation programmes, like, 

promoting village industries, Agro-based industries, poultries, rearing 

livestock, piggery, beekeeping, etc. should also continue. These days, 

growing good flowers is also profitable because there is increase in export of 

flowers. Apart from this, the Ministry has to work for providing transportation 

and good marketing facilities to encourage the village industries. 

The Ministry has launched Total Sanitation Campaign for the 

accelerated sanitation coverage in rural areas. As per the 2001 Census, 10.8 

crore households in rural areas were without toilets.   They attend the 
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nature call in the open. This is directly affecting the women and the girls. They 

have to wait up to the sunset to go out. It is very dangerous because, in the 

dark, they may have snakebite or scorpio bite. Sometimes, it is also 

dangerous for the girls as they may be molested or raped. So, I request the 

hon. Minister to see that every household in the rural areas should have toilet 

facilities. And, it should be taken up on priority basis. Sir, I had been to 

Ahmedabad yesterday. There, I saw the Total Sanitation Programme. They 

were giving training to the professionals, students, health workers and NGOs 

about this scheme. They have a very beautiful building. They call it safai 

vidyalaya. So, they have a very beautiful building where they impart this 

training. Many people from different parts of the country, from different parts 

of the State go there and take the training. I would like to request the hon. 

Minister to see that such centres are opened in all the States so that they 

need not go all the way to Ahmedabad to have training. 

Sir, drinking water is another important subject. The Minister of Rural 

Development is looking after that. The Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water 

Mission provides drinking water and sanitation in rural areas. Now, the 

groundwater level is going down. The tube wells are also drying up. People 

suffer due to lack of water. At so many places, the women have to walk 2-3 

kilometres to fetch water. Lady has to suffer again. She has to see that her 

children go to school by 8 o' clock in the morning, and husband goes to work. 

She has to cook the food; she has to bathe her children and wash their 

clothes. For this, she requires water. When there is no water, she has to 

suffer. Without water, no work can be done. Not only the human beings, even 

birds, animals and plants need water, which is very important. Hence, the 

Government has brought this Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission 

where 90 per cent of the money is put by the Centre and 10 per cent by the 

State or the Panchayats. Water crisis is very severe not only in drought prone 

areas like deserts of Rajasthan, certain parts of Gujarat, and other places, 

but, Sir, even my home State Karnataka also has to suffer without water. In 

my home State water is contaminated by salinity in Bijapur, Belgaum, 

Raichur, Bellary and Dharwad, by fluoride in Tumkur, Kolar, Bangalore, 

Gulbarga, and by heavy metals in Bhadravati. So, I request the hon. Minister 

to install treatment plants and testing laboratories in all the places so that the 

people get good water to drink. 
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Then, I come to the implementation of the Swama Jayanti Gram 

Swarojgar Yojana. Here, self-help groups are doing very well. Ladies have 

formed many groups where banks are giving loans to them and women are 

doing an excellent job, and they earn Rs. 800 to Rs. 1000. But I request the 

hon. Ministers to speak to the Finance Minister and reduce the interest rate. 

The interest rate charged by them is high and these ladies are requesting that 

it should be reduced. I hope the Minister will look into it and get the interest 

rate cut down. Sir, though these self-help groups have formed hundreds of 

groups in different parts of the country, and most of the women of Southern 

States also produce so many products, but they do not have marketing 

facilities. So, even if they have to have their products exhibited, they have to 

book a hall or a chaultry or community centres, but they have to pay a heavy 

rent. I would request the hon. Minister to inform the Government buildings, 

Government halls to give halls free of cost so that it will help these ladies to 

exhibit their produce. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA) : Please conclude 

now. 

SHRIMATI PREMA CARIAPPA: Sir, I will conclude after making one 

or two points. They also need marketing facilities. I hope the hon. Minister will 

look into it. 

Another point is regarding wasteland. There is so much of 

wasteland; about 63.85 million hectares. These can be given to the jobless 

people so that they can grow forests and medicinal plants and that will 

generate employment. 

Regarding Panchayati Raj, Sir, the 74
th
 Amendment was brought by 

Shri Rajiv Gandhi. Thirty three per cent reservation for women has been 

implemented. Thirty three per cent women are there in every Panchayat and 

in local body. In Karnataka about 45 per cent of the selected offices are 

occupied by women. In Uttar Pradesh 54 per cent of Zilla Panchayat 

Pradhans are women.- Similarly, in Tamil Nadu 36 per cent Chairpersons of 

Gram Panchayats are women. Sir, in Karnataka, the three-tier system is there 

and Gram Panchayats, Taluka and Zilla Panchayats are working very hard. 

Gram Panchayat which is the lowest level in a village looks after the task of 

improving agriculture, art and culture, providing good infrastructure like roads, 

culverts and maintaining them and providing drinking water. But, unfortunately, 

the grant we will give to the village Panchayat is not enough. 
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I request the hon. Minister to see that they get more funds to perform 

effectively. 

Another point is regarding the five years' term and the rotation 

system. Every elected body has to undergo training and every five years, we 

will have to change it. I request the hon. Minister to see that the term instead 

of five years, it should be ten years. There should be ten years term not only 

for women, but for everybody so that they can work effectively and the 

training can also be given one time. Thank you very much for giving me the 

opportunity. I have so much to say, but you are not giving me enough time.  

Thank you. 

SHRI B.S. GNANADESIKAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I am happy to 

participate in the discussion of the Ministries of Panchayati Raj and Rural 

Development. Both the Ministries are interwoven, and we have very excellent 

Ministers heading the two Ministries, doing wonderful job. One hails from my 

State; therefore, I am proud of it. Sir, in the Annual Report, aptly, they have 

quoted the words of Vivekananda that the real India lives in the villages; 

therefore, the strengthening of Panchayati Raj, can be done only by providing 

proper schemes, through rural development schemes, This is the saying of 

Vivekananda.  Sir, the poet Bharathi, from Tamil Nadu 

The Vice-Chairman (SHRI DATTA MEGHE ) in the Chair 

said, "if we cannot provide food for even a single individual, destroy this 

world." These are the words of Poet Bharathi. The object of various schemes, 

involving crores of rupees, evolving schemes or projects, is only to uplift the 

rural poor and also to eradicate poverty in the villages. Sir, the object of our 

Panchayati Raj System, which was a dream of our late Rajivji is only to 

develop the local-level leadership, political empowerment, enhancing the 

ordinary man and empowering him with the political leadership at the grass-

root level. Only with these objects, the 73
rd 

Amendment was made; on the 

basis of which now several enactments have been made by various States, 

creating Panchayati Raj Institutions, making reservations for the women. As 

far as statistics goes, out of 22 lakh Panchayat Presidents in this country, 9 

lakh women are occupying these positions, and 59,000 women as Panchayat 

Chairpersons, at all the three levels, is one of the greatest achievements 

which we have achieved in free India. 

Sir, one aspect is this. We frame schemes, we plan, but at the time 

of implementation, there are a lot of difficulties.   The reason may be 
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the federal structure of our country, because the funds are allotted by the 

Centre, the schemes are framed by the Centre, with the good intention, the 

projects are made, and, then, funds are transferred to the States. Every 

political party says that States should be given a free hand, States should 

have a free autonomy, States must have a free right to do and to decide 

things on their own, and Centre's intervention should be only limited. But 

when it comes to the local self-Governments, which is, panchayats, when the 

Panchayats ask more power, no State is prepared to give. This is the position 

in this country. There are two, three aspects which I want to touch, because 

many of my learned colleagues have said many things. The one is regarding 

the five year term, which our esteemed colleagues, Dr. Prabha Thakur and 

Shrimati Prema Cariappa, have already spoken about it. Sir, five-year term is 

not sufficient. The reason is, they acquire knowledge, they get a training, and 

when they are about to settle down, their term ends. In Tamil Nadu, we have 

ten-year reservation. Except Tamil Nadu, I don't think any other State is 

having ten-year reservation. Therefore, there should be a uniform policy for 

ten years' reservation in every State. There are several lacuna in enacting the. 

local laws in various States. For instance, as far as Tamil Nadu is concerned, 

there are direct elections to the Mayor. For Municipal Chairman, there is a 

direct election. What happens, the Ward Councillors are elected on different 

party tickets. Suppose in a given situation, the Municipal Chairman or a Mayor 

belongs to one political party and the Councillors and the Ward Members in 

the municipal town belongs to other political parties, then this type of situation 

is very awkward. The Mayor or the Municipal Chairman cannot do anything. 

Unless he satisfies the other Members of the Council or the Corporation, he 

cannot function. Therefore, I request the hon. Minister to see that while 

enacting a law, though it is not within our purview, kindly call the Chief 

Ministers of all the States and try to arrive at a consensus on both the issues, 

namely, on the issue of reservation of women and with reference to the 

electoral process and also on other issues which I have already mentioned. 

Sir, I agree with my esteemed colleague, Shri Abani Roy. I also feel 

very strongly that politics should not be there in local bodies. We have enough 

of politics in Assembly elections and parliamentary elections. Therefore, at 

least, at the local level, in the local bodies, there need not be any political 

party. But, at the same time, I would like to say that if you want a political 

system to survive at that level, I request that the system which should be 

followed should be similar to the system which we follow in 
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parliamentary democracy and assembly democracy, namely, the majority 

which captures the Council or Corporation or the majority party which 

captures the Municipal Council, the Collector should call the leader of that 

party to be the Municipal Chairman or the Mayor of the Corporation. The 

same system which is followed in parliamentary elections as well as in 

Assembly elections, should be followed at the level of local bodies also. As a 

result of it, the problem, which arises on account of the Ward Councillors, the 

Chairman and the Mayor belonging to different parties, will be solved. That is 

my suggestion for the hon. Minister to evolve. 

Sir, we talk so much about the schemes. But when we plan 

schemes, it does not percolate down to the grassroots level. That is what our 

great Rajivji said. He said, 'When we plan and transfer hundred rupees from 

Delhi, it is only one rupee which reaches the village.' That is the system 

because there is a dilution, transfer or diversion of funds. That has to be 

monitored properly by the Ministry. The job of the Ministries or the Union is 

not only to allot funds, which is from the tax-payers' money, but the job of the 

Ministry as well as our Union Government is also to see that the 

accountability has to be fixed at the local level. The accountability should be 

fixed at the State level, and there should be a proper accountability and also 

the implementation of the project at the local level. The representatives of the 

people, the MPs and the MLAs, must be allowed to inspect it. They must be 

allowed to scrutinise the records, and, if necessary, they should send a report 

to the concerned Union Ministers as well as the concerned Ministries. If this 

system is not followed, what happens is that the distribution is not proper. We 

call it local-self Government. The word used is 'local self-Government'. But 

they are at the mercy of Tehsildars. The Presidents are at the. mercy of 

Tehsildars. They are at the mercy of Collectors; they are at the mercy of local 

MLA or local MP. No Panchayat President can decide anything on his own. 

He does not know what is the scheme, which is meant for his village. .He 

doesn't know what the law is. He does not know from where he can get it. He 

entirely depends upon the bureaucracy for effective functioning at the local 

level. This system has to change. Unless you change that system, whatever 

amount of money, crores of rupees, which you may transfer from the Centre 

to the various States and to the local bodies, I don't think we will have a 

transformation of the real village panchayat, the local self-government. 

Sir, our hon. Prime Minister has said that effective and sustainable 

poverty alleviation could be achieved only by empowering Panchayati Raj 
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institutions in letter and spirit. So, Sir, that has to be achieved, if you want the 

real panchayat system. Our hon. Prime Minister has also said 'create rural 

business hubs in the villages'. In this direction, the Ministry has also taken 

steps and the private-public-panchayat cooperation and cooperation from 

other sectors is now sought in this regard. They are trying in that direction. 

Sir, I compliment the UPA Government on two aspects. I compliment the UPA 

Government for two important schemes. One is, the Rural Employment 

Guarantee Act, which is for guaranteeing minimum employment. The other is, 

the dream of our Prime Minister and my leader Soniaji of 'Bharat Nirman 

Porject'. These two projects are the best projects in free India for eradication 

of poverty and to uplift the rural poor in this country. The manifesto of 

Congress Party promises all these things, which have been agreed upon by 

all the political parties supporting this Government in their Common Minimum 

Programme, which this Government, over the last two years, have been 

implementing faithfully and fruitfully. 

Sir, I would take only two minutes more. Nearly Rs. 24,480 crores 

were made available to the Ministry of Rural Development in 2005-06 and Rs. 

31,443.62 crores is the estimate for 2006-07, which is an enormous amount 

that has been allotted by the UPA Government for this purpose. 

Sir, land reforms is one of the important aspects, which many hon. 

Members have stressed upon. I would request, Sir, when we distribute lands 

to the landless poor, we need not distribute one acre, half acre or two acres; 

he cannot do anything with that. I would, therefore, urge upon the hon. 

Minister to form cooperative societies and allot large areas of lands, so that 

they could collectively use modern mechanisms and techniques for 

agricultural operations. Unless that system is followed, merely giving half or 

one acre to the landless poor would not solve the problem; he cannot do 

anything. 

Sir, hon. Member, Dr. P.C. Alexander, talked about new schools and 

healthcare in the village. I wish to quote an incident here. When Shri Kamaraj, 

the late Chief Minister and leader of Tamil Nadu, was there, he implemented 

the programme of education in the rural areas. The procedure that he 

followed was, an Education Officer would go with the officials to a village, call 

all the villagers to a common place and say -- 'We have come here to open a 

school. Can anyone here provide a rent-free school building? This does not 

happen nowadays, but in those days one of the rich men would come forward 

and say -- take my house. That house would be converted into a school. The 

blackboard would be there in the jeep. It is 
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immediately shifted there. Then, the Education Officer would say -- this is the 

teacher for your village. It was called the 'Ore Asiriyar' system, which meant 

'one teacher for each village. That system was adopted when Shri Kamaraj 

was there. Though on account of a number of statutory rules, it is not 

possible to make on-the-spot appointments nowadays, that system needs to 

be taken as a guideline for the purpose of improving education and 

healthcare. 

Sir, many of the villagers are finding it difficult even to test blood 

pressure, which is one of the simplest things. There is no equipment, no 

persons available in the rural villages. Some measures should be there in the 

rural villages to provide minimum healthcare, for diabetes and blood 

pressure, so that at least they could go to the town, and have a massive 

check up later. This is the minimum guarantee; a man requires a minimum of 

these things in a village. 

Sir, nearly 1,46,00,185 kilometres of rural roads are going to be laid. 

Constructing roads is not sufficient. Creating the capacity for a man to travel 

on that road is more important. Therefore, rural roads alone would not make 

a man in a village travel to the urban areas. The capacity to travel on that 

road is one of the prime needs, which needs to be provided by the Ministry. 

Sir, I wish to say one sentence. A French scholar sarcastically said, 

"the law in its majestic equality, treated the rich as well as poor alike, namely, 

it prohibits the rich and the poor to sleep under the bridge, steal a bread and 

beg in the street.' That is the law. Now, the poor is suffering and the 

Government's responsibility is to save the poor. 

Sir, the power and prestige of the British crown depends upon the 

person who wears it. The Union Government's power and prestige is also 

with the person who heads it. We are proud that Dr. Manmohan Singhji's 

leading this Government. Thank you, Sir. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK (Orissa): Thank you very much, Sir. I 

would like to raise only two small points for the consideration of the two hon. 

Ministers. 

Sir, an institution is measured or assessed in terms of its structure 

and its functions. In terms
-
 of structure, we have a perfect model. But in terms 

of functions, it is caught up with a large number of procedural rigmaroles. You 

are aware of the structure, Sir. We have the Central Government, the State 

Government, District and the Zilla Parishad. We have 
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a three-tier system at higher and again, a three-tier system at the lower level - 

the Zilla Parishad, the Panchayat Samiti, Wards and the Village Committees. 

With these five steps in order to have any kind of procedure and to evolve a 

coherent or a simplified procedure is extremely difficult. I wonder whether any 

kind of study has been made in order to evaluate the structure of Panchayats, 

as well as their functions, the way they function. 

Sir, you are aware as the letter of the law stands that we cannot omit 

any of these levels from Its five fold structure. I would like to know whether 

any thought is being given for level jumping; whether any thought is being 

given in order to eliminate one or two levels; whether any study is being made 

or any thought is being given in the extremely important matters like when a 

law is passed in the Parliament; from the Government - it definitely takes not 

less than six months to reach the village level. It is in that context, Sir, that we 

have to find out whether the kind of model that we have created will really 

subserve the interest of the rural people. I would like to know whether a model 

like Chinese Communes or the Israeli Kibutzs at the local level can be 

established in the place of the model that we have created or the structures 

that we have set up in order to make rural administration more functional land 

more effective. 

Sir, in terms of procedures I only want to highlight one point. Just as 

our society is stratified, the villages are also highly stratified, and there we 

have two kinds of leadership patterns. One is the traditional leadership pattern 

and the other is the modern leadership pattern which the Panchayats have 

thrown up. There is a perennial conflict between these two kinds of 

leaderships. One is informal and the other is formal. Definitely, in a democratic 

set-up, no formal institution of any kind can be free from politics and naturally 

when politics is injected into this structure at the lowest level, you know what 

happens. The poor remains somewhere else, and the programmes are 

implemented the way they are done done as we understand. Sir, in such a 

situation, the participatory mechanism that has been evolved under the 

Panchayati Raj system has not, at all, resulted in any kind of effectiveness. 

Because non-participation is complete at the ground level and all our women, 

untouchables or tribals, as many of our hon. Members have spoken, remain 

outside the Panchayati Raj System. They are either excluded or they become 

totally silent and become part of the silent majority in the country. It is in this 

context, Sir, that I would very humbly suggest to both the Ministers, who are 

very wise and, at the same time, are very experienced, whether any study is 

being made to find out that 
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the structure that we have evolved and the functions that we have entrusted to 

each of these levels are yielding the best possible results. 

The third small point that I want to raise is: What is this urban-rural 

continuum and to what extent this continuum is facilitating the information 

inflow as well as information outflow? In that context, I ask, whether the 

system of rural development that is in place at the ground level will, at all, help 

us to build some kind of a social or rural capital in the country. Sir, in economic 

terms, we think of growth of the country at the rate of 8 per cent, 9 per cent, or 

10 per cent. But in what way, to what extent and in what manner the rural 

poverty will have to be eliminated? It is not alleviated because there is a story 

of alleviation. When we use the word alleviation, Sir, I am always reminded of 

a story written as an illustration in the Oxford Dictionary. It is a small story. 

There are two persons who were inside a jail for about ten years. Then they 

got bored. Somebody was giving them food and someone else was giving 

water. That was enough. Thereafter, they started singing to get out of the 

boredom. That is how the term alleviation of drudgery or the difficulty is used. 

So, poverty has to be eradicated not merely alleviate. May I ask, what is the 

vision that these two Ministries have in this regard. I am talking about rural 

poverty. What is the time-frame within which the social or human capital will be 

built up and the benefit retention and growth mechanism will be put in place, 

and the rural poor can actually overcome the drudgery and poverty in this 

country. Sir, there are so many connected issues that cannot be discussed in 

this short span of time and there are many other speakers. But, I would very 

humbly urge that the structure, functions and the vision; if these Ministries 

could kindly think and put something in place before the country regarding 

rural development and Panchayati Rat, I would be grateful.  Thank you. 

(� .:�4��� 	�
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���� ���� $���� %� �&%� �
��' %ह� 7�� ह1 �% ,“,��� �ह�
�<��� %ह�) ,�ह $�� 
ह��#� 7�)� �/”' �ह�
� ,3% f��% ह1 ,“�)7�� V��"�) ��)+� <�%� ��#��� ,��"����� 
��#����� ,� 	����ह_�� ��ह���”' ��%� ,0! ह1 ,,��� ���+ %�  J�B�-��-J�B� .�_- �� 
�)�%!  #4�� ह�� ,6�%� 8��� 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI DATTA MEGHE): Mr. Faguni Ram, I 

request you to wait for one minute. There is a statement by Shri Arjun Singhji. 
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